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• The USS bas not paid its phone
bill to CUNY for more than a year.
• Lowe's personal auto rental bill,
charged to the USS, was $3,619.62
for the months of May, July,
August, October and November of
198.5.
F1erida Negron. the newly elected
chairperson of the USS, has formed
a committee to look into the PCIt
finances of the uss. A£cordiaa to
.. .
~
members of the committee, their in-
vestigation bas been hiDderecfby the
refusal of CUNY offICials to relc:ase
financial records of the orpniza-
lion.
Leo Corbie, vice chan<:eDor for
StudentAffairs, has offered to give
Negron summaries of USS expen-




Committee members say they
(Continwd on A:Jge A9* Col.I)
By ERlCJ. FOX
, ". ".~ :"'. ~..;" ~.i. " . - i:, . ~ ... '\ .... .
A preliminary review of
vouchers.. memos and other
documents I~ft behind by, the ad-
ministratfiii' of Melvin Lowe,
former chalrperson of the Universi-
ty Student Senate,reveals enormous
expenditures on travel, conferences,
meetings and other items.
The USS is an organization that
represents the 180,000 students in
the City Uniwrsity system.
Mel,. Lowe I,Ua' , I ..... N.... PIece ..... w' ef. tap T...•......
CleIIter) ......
Among the findings of the in-
vestiption wae the following:
• No audit of USS finances has
been COAdue:ted for tlKee years, a
violation of UDivenity policy,
• Two hundred wristwatches, at a
cost of av«'$2,000, were purchased
and given to participants at the uss
conference in December 198.5, and
at others.
• Computer equipment and soft-
ware has been purchased by staff
members of the USS, and charged











The first action taken by Hickson
was to call for a roll call of the
Senate. However, before the roD
call wascompleted, Hickson's posi-
tion was cbaJIentIed by some of the
del........ ODe ..eeI Ititft-
"Who appuiuttd~ sirr'a tuB
four times befOle his· qUestion was
acknowIedIed by the .taim chair.
In .lcspoase, Hicksaa read a JeUa-
by Melvin Lowe that said in part,
uBenIuse of per.-" .I'e8IOIIS.
the pressure of ethercommitJ~
(ConIinwd on P-.e·A4'(~oUJ·
i 'By NEERAJ VOHRA
"I ,Melvin Lowe, the' chairman ()f
,
. the University Student Senate,
. ' resigned on March 18 during a bial
. in State Supreme Court in Manhat-
tan, admitting that he'was not a
registere.dstudent.
The bial was a result of a lawsuit
by some delegates of the USS who
asserted that Lowe bad illegally
ch8fl8ed the USS bylaws thereby ex-
tending his term in office by five
montbs-fmJn_~anuary to May
1986•
The trial date. Much_.l'.
was the Same date that The
7iclcer. came "out ..with . the-' story
. -tba1 Lowe was ,DOt a.rqistcrE. ~~t~~':,·~:,.,
; .~-;'-.r .4~~·~.·::;tiis.(~ ,.. .... ' •. ", .. : ,,:,.. ~ - "-
.v. ~-,
on
Welker ~. arbow'e1grd. ~...
similar referendum was prc$emed,
tODdents two years -.0 _:fIlIed .
to pees. HoweVer, Walker WM-COI't-.
fideBt' that the proposal would win
aecepc.1,lCe because it does not trr'
to cba.e the format-it doesn~t.







~- .....;-- , ...,,:.. ~-.,~..... -_... ~-.......~ ..~ . '.~""""., ':~ . -"~ - ..
':_'::~K'~~~~rbe~< 'wiih.now theDt'to approve etodi, O::hiS resi8D••'ilI.LoWd
- !iilf_rSiat.altt OOveuUneat COJl~ buc;laets ill-September rather than ill,;' thc'USS's financial admties fOr--tbe
~.;::_.'•.".::.':=D5.'·~,·sSG.•~,'~.,v8.7~~el··~ODS-m·.th.e up- N;:':.~ that an.other major .-past tIIIce years haft been IIDiJer
''''''''-3 ~- scrutiny~. there is currently an
'lie.' propOSed eight page con- c~e Involves the filling of vac:an- .audit being done by the accounting ,
stitUtion, wlUcb was app~ed by C!es. Under the proposed COnsti.tu- . fum Peat, Marwick & MitcheH.
t.e·.StuJI!Bt:EIectioo -ad Gover- nOD,. the runner-up man election (See accompanying article) .
..ACe~ OD '.March 31st, is will be chosen to fill a ~cated seat.
an~~aaiOnoftbepresent21 S~o~ the~ dec~ne, DSSG
J~.~.... will ISSUe a public noo'7 for two
.Mic±1e1 RobiRsoB., DSSG:)ice- weeks and then receive open In the first USS meeting held
rrc9ten. said that dae prcHaa-Q)R- nomjpatjons to .beapproved by after Lowe-s resignation, f1erida
stitution »c-U redundaDt and ver- council ~bers. . Negron, delegate· from Hostos
bose." He PQiDted out that the con- A«GPting to Robjnson,it costs- Community College and the USS
stitutiOli~:suchpideIines as between 56,000 and $9,000 to bold Community College vice chair,
hoW to fDI oUtavoudlcr. Robinson an election. c~e can't afford to was eJected the interim chairperson
~ that the refeFeDdum more 8C- spend that kind~fmoney," he said, until the elections that wiD be held
CUI!IdeIy ft"fJects. tile student pem- u...-, time there is a vacancy~'" in May., • ;... _._J
meat s~. . . Walk . eel ';Toda· cia f· dgement "COUDdI.· niirmbers unanimously In add!~n, er point out y IS a y 0 JU ,
approved-the proposed constitution other ~ons: . said Robert Hickson, the USS
which was then given to the review --eandl~es ronmng. for office Graduate Affairs vice chair, as he
committee.. Tile committee ~ust submit a declaration f~r can- began the USS meeting on March
sautUrized the prOposal to ensure did~cy . form.. along .~th a 23rd. "My most important and my-
that it .was mnsistent witbtlle nommatJ:nl petitiOD coDtaawaa the most beartfeltdesiFe is unity among
bylaws and the aovemaace cbarter. sial~mes of SO eta,~ts.. the students of the City Univusity
AccordiRg to Ro~ Georgia. - T!tles 0.1 appointed vl~e of New Vork," continued Hickson
assiStaJ'lt to the dean of st1IdeDts ~ will be ~a~ to~' who proclaiJped himself to be the
. ., -- ." '.' . - . .. presaient of Lea c1Ptive Affairs, "interim chair."
aacJ.~ttee~» It IS up to vice PiesideRt of Oampus Affairs.the' .....~-- to cIecide on the.. . ..
.~ IDd -¥ice presicleat of AcademIC Af-passage of the propesaI. ". '
Both, 'RObiDSeD :aDd. DaaviIIe 1811'S.. .
W~.-QSSG~~•.~ that -AD impeadHReat procesl will be
.me major Kri{'?t"_~."·the CWtiNd.·
tenD of Office. Art1cIe VIR,'*Iion
,1. 8£..... :PH". cd ,CCF 0-."-'.
It8tis that newIJ eJIItted student
'~~,take~'·~
da··~ ~ ..CO",~~ m
JUDe Uatil COIIIIDeIICe'I-ent day the
.' fi:-lt-. .' ."
utlU~~""" ..'.,
~to'Walker,this cJwD&e
wBI petlllil J'.SSG tolJeoqenj-~
. tile .."", of"_ acbeoI.·yw. TIUs'
• # ...
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.
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an injustice, but she affects every other
woman in the world. For the responsibility
for freedom lies first and foremost within
the self; if women allow men power over
their lives, then they have no right to com-
plain about the consequences. If men are I
faced with women who refuse to take action
for themselves, who repeatedly rely on
them for assistance, guidancC and support,
then they will never allow those women who
seek their own independence to achieve it
without a struggle. I believe, therefore, that
a feminist struggles daily not only with men
who would prefer that we not vocalize our
objections, but .with women who would
rather avoid confrontation.
The first decision
I made was to
change my name
out of these events. Every WIde knows thal
it is his prerogative and, in fact, duty to
teach their niece or nephew activities that
these kids have no interest in whatsoever.
This obligation, as I have unfortunately
learned, falls under the purview of the un-
cle.
The hardest adjustment I will have to
make in becoming an uncle will be getting
used to smoking a cigar. Although I'm not
looking forward to engaging in this prac-
tice, I know I would be letting this child
down if I didn't make this supreme sac-
rifice. Realistically, I know that I
won't achieve super uncle status
unless I constantly blow smoke in the
kids face, oblivious to the fact that I'm do-
ing it. Uncles seem to have an uncanny
knack for smoking massive quantities of
cigars, creating what they must think is a
protective cloud of smoke around the child.
It would indeed be a sacrifice but I knew
that for the rest of my life I would be walk-
ing around with tobacco wrapped in
disgusting brown paper dangling out of my
mouth.
It is surprising to note that although I am
surrounded by intelligent female college
students, who are studying in order to build
careers for themselves, there are very few
women who openly protest against sexism.
Perhaps this is due to "second stage" ques-
tioning. Perhaps women are unsure about
speaking out because they are unsure about
what it is they ultimately want. This is
understandable and justifiable, but it is also
dangerous. While women must be able to
re-think their positions in society, they must
also maintain a constant effort to retain the
freedom to do just that. It is very easy for
today's young women to forget that the
freedom to think about what choices
one wants to make had to be fought long
and bard for. A complacent attitude now
will only serve to lose that freedom for all
women," perhaps for all time. The term
"feminist" seems to have become soiled,
but unless women take it upon themselves
to dust it off and put it back into service,
men win continue to see women's issues as
66follies," not wOdhy· of serious atteRtion.
The best tiluia~.abOut ~"I an·
uncle wiD be baYiDa someone who listens to.
me. Someone who is wise and intelliaent
enough to hear me out and not disagree or
answer back. Someone who will dearly
understand that everytIUna I say is correct.
AD I bave to provide in retur'n is a clean
diaper or a reasonable facsimile of such,
and a modiaun of petieac:e and love.
Sounds ike a pretty fair 4eal. Watch out
kid, you're aoiJII to be iDfor. real treat.
MicIt«I LilshinSky is~ to
become QII IIIfdelor lite jInt 111M..April
21. On tltot morning M will~ hading OIlt
cigors in the 23rd SIreet bIIiIding lobby.
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believed (because they were taught so by a
male dominated society) that they only had
to keep house and produce children to be
successful; they found themselves faced
with divorce suits twenty years later when
father decided he needed a spouse that
could satisfy his intellectual and profes-
sional needs .. You remember these men,
don't yo'!? They are the ones you see every
other weekend and summer vacations, if
that often. They are our generation's
fathers who, faced with the choice between
young, interesting career women and their
happy-homemaker spouses, chose the more
well-rounded individuals too many times to
make it coincidental.
"Feminist." The term is hardly used
these days except in a deprecatory manner.
Even Ms. Friedan shys away from the term
now, due, I think, to its association with the
militancy - the absolute quality - of ef-
forts of the women's movement in past
decades. Yet, in the "second stage" it is im-
portant that women do not turn away from
the term, whose definition, perhaps, needs
to metamorphose. I am a feminist; yet what
does that mean today? For me, ·it means
that I believe women are a separate force in
society. It means I believe that women face
different problems in life than men do. It
does not mean that I want preferential
treatment, but I do want men to be sensitive
to their tendency toward sexist comments
and attitudes. It means that I support a-
women's right to make choices for herself. I
believe that women - whether they believe
it or not, whether they want the respon-
sibility or not - are capable of making
these choices on their own.
It means that nothing angers me more
than seeing women uplay dumb;" the
&~beIpless female'.' -not only does herself
characteristics that were integral to being a
successful uncle. For instance I am well
versed in athletics. I've played baseball,
football, basketball and hockey, and un-
doubtedly my niece or nephew could
benefit from my experience. It really
doesn't matter if it turns out to be a girl or a
boy because he or she is going to play these
sports...After all I didn't devote every mo-
ment of my life since I was six years old
playing sports, so that this kid would cop
HE'S WISER THAN
UNCLE
that. has baunted men for centuries. Men
have fought for politicalfreedom, religious
freedom, racial equality, quality of life
through better employment practices and a
host of other concepts that pit them against
any force that tries to control them. What
right then does any man have to point a
finger at a woman who.-seeks accomplish-
ment in more than one area - home and
career -and·· cry "selfish?" Why is it
selfish for a woman to fight against forces
that try to control?
What about the man who combines a
successful business with a happy home life?
Why can he be father as well as something
- anything - else, while a woman who
tries to be more than mother is told her
dissatisfaction with an incomplete persona
comes from her "selfish" nature? What
nonsense! Just when women think they
have made progress in dealing with the male
mentality, some anachronism stands up to




Recent history has proven that women
who give U1p. their search for a sense
of identity beyond cookie-eutter and
furniture-duster, often do not prove to be
satisfying mates. Most illustrative of
this point are those women of the
1950's who got caught between their
mother's teachings and a new gen-
eration of women who fought for
freedom in the 1960's. These women truly
school. This, irregardless of the fact that
they probably had graduated from high
school six or seven years previously. For
some reason uncles think that their nieces
and nephews are 11th graders for life. To
uncles it is unthinkable that these kids
will one day grow up.
Although there were some obstacles to
my functioning as a successful uncle I
realized that I possessed many
... whose m//rl rnarm er: ma.kes him ItJOK /,Ae a.!J7(),,;,ys tJne/e 1/
/lndla./tnough Ae.s nat c:L rich une/e. his niece and /}o/Jhew SQY;
~E COOKS BETTER 'l'lfAN
UNCLE BEN.!
Dusting Off The Unpopular Phrase of Feminism"
It is true that Betty Friedan, one of the
leaders of the women's movement in the
1960's and '70's, has published a book en-
titled The Second Stage, which reflects on
the successes and failures of the movement
thus far in history. It is also true; as the
publication of this book indicates" that
there are many women who, dissatisfied
with what they have achieved, are re-
thinking the questions of marriage, home
and family. There is also a notable dissipa-
tion of militancy in the 1980's version of
feminism; there is a good deal of question-
ing, which, contrary to popular
perception, makes perfect sense.
Although women are far from being on
an equal footing with men in today's socie-
ty~ they have made inroads into all different
aspects of life. Women are now represented
in areas as diverse as production, the arts,
politics and service industries. There are
very few of us at the top of any field, but
By VICKI DRAKE
It means that nothing angers
me more than seeing women "play dumb"
..
there are enough successful women out
there to prove that women can achieve as
much as men when given the opportunity.
Thus, the pressure to perform - to prove
worth - is off, and the usecond stage" of
reflection and replanning can now begin.
Feminism was never devised as a plan to
push all women out of the house and into
the work force. It was based on the issue of
freedom - the question of choice, an idea
By MICHAEL LASHINSKY
When they first told me I didn't quite
believe it. It seemed so improbable, so
unrealistic. It wasn't until they revived me
that the true impact of the message hit me. I
was going to be an uncle.
I had never really thought about being an
uncle. After all, what did I know about tak-
ing on this responsibility?It was bad enough
that I was ignorant about an uncle's duties!
but it was even worse that I lived in Queens.
What kind of atmosphere would this be for
a little kid? He or she would most likely
grow up to be a corrupt politician who
bangs out in a White Castle somewhere on
Queens Boulevard.
I must admit that the fear was there, but I
began to think how I could make myself a
presentable uncle. Just think,I told myself,
how did your uncles treat you.
The first decision I made was to change
my name. There is no way I would let this
kid have aD Uncle Mike. Every single per-
son in New York City and for all we know,
the United States has an Uncle Mike. I have
an Uncle Mike and it is my duty to prevent
this plague from falling on this innocent,
unassuming child. Anyway I could easily
find a more suitable name. Something like
Uncle Moab seemed quite unique and ex-
tremely biblical.
Next I began working on my patented un-
cle mannerisms and generally annoying
habits. I knew I couldn't see my niece or
nephew more than once every eight years.
When I did seehim or her after eight years I
would have to teU them (in an extremely
sincere manner) how amazed I am at the
fact that they had grown a foot or two since
the last time I saw them. After all,to uncles
it is inconceivable that children can actually
grow.
I also knew that when I did see my niece
or nephew after eight years I would have to






In addition, support for the
Athletic Fee Referendum will allow
our teams to purchase much needed
equipment. We should also be able
to maintain the current level of sup-
port for our teams, which work
with the smallest financial budget
of any' CUNY school.
With the athletic budget cut of
the past year, I urge the students of
Baruch College to support this fee
referendum to insure no further
cutbacks in recreation and athletics.
Raymond Rankis
Assistant Athletic Director
and Director of Intramurals
and Recreation
This . spring, the students of
Baruch have the opportunity to im-
prove one of the most neglected
areas of student life in our school.
This area of neglect involves our
Recreation and Athletic depart-
ments.
Students can have a voice by
voting on the Athletic Fee Referen-
dum. A vote supporting this
referendum, which consists of only
a $2.00 increase in the student fees,
will allow for an improvement of
our. facilities, as limited as they are.
A purchase of new equipment and
replacement of worn-out equipment
To The Editor~
Increase Will Improve Athletics
Quotation of the Fortnight
"¥ou haven't paid a single phone
bill to CUNY for 1985. I doubt that
you have enough..in the line."
RO~tlNord, assistant dinetor ofCUNY
stuck"t tl/ltzin inrd~ to tM fflCt tluzt
th« University Stude"t ~"tlte hIlS
SI0,732.51 in deli1lf/Ut!1lt phone bi~
Looking For Affirmative Action
To The Editor: females - a black and ali Hispanic
. suffered equal fates. Are we to
I would like to address some of believe that one with an impressive
the issues cited in your March 18th list of publications and the recipient
article on affirmative action at of two major research grants at the
Baruch College. same time and the other now an
When I came to Baruch, more academic dean at another CUNY
than 14 years ago, President college were not qualified? The
Wingfield (Baruch's president then) truth is that in some departments,
appointed me to the coIlege'-sAfftr- such as compensatory education,
mativeAction Committee. It was the damage to minorities ~was in-"
theft that I leamed fhatHarry" credible.
Truman was right. uFigures don't As for efforts for active recruit-
lie," he claimed, '''liars figure." It ment let me share a memory that iI-
is pretty much the same for affir- lustrates the point. Some years ago
mative action reports, in general, I was on a search committee for an
when speaking of minorities and administrative post at the college. A
women intenns of numbers. Hiring key administrator concerned with
a black, Puerto Rican female means the search confided to me that too
a lot. With one person the report few candidates had applied for the
can show 3 separate entries-a black- position and, worse yet, there were
a female-and an Hispanic. Also the no Hispanics among them. Every
,. term minority is dubious since consideration was being given to
many reports include certain white reopen the search. -I 'Yas then asked
ethnics for any number of reasons. if Latin New York or Nuestro (both
So as to the credibility of figures popular magazines in the Hispanic
and reports, I rest my case. Community comparable to New
Furthermore, let me address York Magazine or Jet) were suitable
some of the specifics cited by Pro- "journals" to advertise to attract
fessor Kay. For starters, she claims Hispanic candidates. I think this
that the reason there is such a low says it alll! !
representation of minorities at The repetitive nature of the
Baruch is because the pool of those history of this behavior at Baruch is
available, eligible minorities is very too long to reiterate here. Further-
small, and thus limits greatly the more, if you were to ask those
chances of hiring a minority faculty minority faculty members who have
member.' I would like to remind managed to survive and stay on,
Professor Kay that in the very re- myself included, you will hear how
cent past the School of Education, each and everyone of US got what
of which she is a member, had two was initially and rightfully ours
very qualified minorities - a black through ourappea1s and grievances.
male and a black female - the latter So when I read articles such as your
a nationally recognized scholar in March 18th issue's, I must respond
the teaching of reading. Nothing by stating ·that affirmative action
was done to retain or tenurethem, has been neither aff'umative(X'· ac-
And no active minority recruitment tive, .
...-.Was..)PUIsw::CUt.oo.nrcp:p.UJall':ce:c~them, - ._.. . ". Pt'efessor--Rehert MertiRe2~ .
In theNatw"aI Sciences depart- nepartment""of.BIact and Hispanic























Vote Ay For New Constitution
One of Baruch's well kept secrets is that the Day Session Student Government has a
constitution. In this year's election, a revised constitution will be one of the referen-
dums on the ballot. The Ticker urges the student body to support it.
The proposed consititution is thanJcfulJy less cumbersome. It eliminates language
which is repetitive and unnecessary and makes new important provisions to fill certain
voids.
. One of the voids 'thatwould be: tmed.by. the proj)OSedconstitution' is the r~lacement
of council members who resign. In the current constitution, council vacancies can only
be fined by an election, obviously a costly venture. In the proposed.consitution, council
vacancies would be filled by the candidates who had received the next highest vote
total. If no such candidate is available to take the position, candidates would be
nominated and seated by a majority vote of the council. A provision like this would
have come in handy this year, since 10 of the 20 council members elected last May have.
\ already resigned.
Several unsuccessful attempts have been made in the past to have the current con-
stitution amended. They have failed largely. because the proposed constitutions gave
the DSSG president extensive power over the council. This proposed document doesn't
attempt to do this,etlld, all in all, it is definitely an improvement. We urge students to
vote for "the new constitution.
The King is dead. Melvin Lowe, chairman of the university student senate, was forc-
ed to resign on March 18, the same day that The Ticker reported that he was no longer
a student at Hunter College. Lowe might be gone, but, as we report in this issue, he has
left a mind-boggling legacy of corruption.
Student representatives have a special obligation to work for their constituents.
Lowe and his cronies, however, were too busy spending CUNY students' money.
It would be impossible to mention all of the unbelievable expenditures of Lowe, but
some of them are particularly galling: Lowe and his colleagues spent $2,000 for wrist-
watches to give to participants at the USS Conference in December of 1985; they spent
53,334.25 for taxi rides for staff members. Most CUNY students pay for their own
transportation home; unfortunately, they also paid for Lowe's.
These two incidents are simply the tip of the iceberg in what is easily misappropria-
tion of tens of thousands of dollars of students' money. In addition, CUNY ad-
ministrators are sometimes hesitant in giving students authority. Lowe's missapropria-
tions will make matters worse for future student leaders.
One person who should not be overlooked in this debacle is Leo Corbie, vice
chancellor for student affairs. Corbie was responsible for approving the vouchers sub-
mitted by USS members and obviously he approved these ludicrous expenditures. Cor-
bie's role in this matter should be examined by CUNY.
It is too late to change what happened in Lowe's reign, but we must be on the
lookout for future problems in the USS. Much tighter control must be exercised by
CUNY in approving USS expenditures. However, because of Lowe and his administra-
tion, all CUNY students will lose a little respect. It is up to the future leaders to reverse
this image and prove CUNY students worthy of leadership.
Who Was Minding The Store?
suqJ: SleYea ...., Jeffrey s. Berpr, Rat.. CastIllo, Edward CIIeIuIa, PHI FbI..II,
Ede J. Fox, GtdI GtlB.D, LorM Grot, Jolla Greco, IJIa Hatt, ArtII..Kea...., MoIIJ
K••, Erie ba, Mark LeYbIe, CaltIIDM~., Laurie Noeertto, Robert SdIwutz,
Cael)B Slater, Mard.a Starkey, JCMIIUIe Woo
T1w 71cUr II ,....'ed·... times ••1IIeIter. All work wi" tile exeeptloB of tJ,eletdJII aDd prlDtllII
II by , CUNY BA, or and-- It1IdeDts. We wekome aI' coatrllMltlo. aDd crltIdsIII that are
typed eli. We .e toeated Ia Room 3fY'I of tile S1adeat Ceater. Oar ....... 1IddraI II Box 441,
131"E8It 22M Street, New York, N.Y. 1.1t. (212) 725-7620.
Pa IIJ _ Co War Z2IMI SlIM
..
Walker said that he personally talk-
ed to every member, but in the end
he had to support their decisions.
Robinson also tried to keep the
members from departing, but said
that he would prefer that the
members resign instead of having
excessive absences. as in previous
years.
Robinson said all six of the
members who resigned this semester
received student council jackets,as
they were given out at the end of
last semester. The total cost of the
jackets to the council was 52,500.
Another student council election
will be held in May 1986 and
Walker says that the 20 places will
"almost definitely" be filled,
By CAlTLIN MOLLISON
nominations. "
Currently, the ten remaining
council members are equally divid-
ed between the lower and upper
chambers, with five members in
each division.
Both Robinson and Walker agree
that the council is running very
well, even with only 50 percent of
the members remaining.
"The group we have now is very
tight," said Robinson. "They work
well together."
According to Walker, "The
resignations have nothing to do
with the council. This is the most
harmonious council we have ever
had."
However, attempts were made to
keep the members from resigning.
Resignations Cut DSSG Council
Membership in Half
Six more student council
members have resigned this
semester, bringing the total number
of resignations to ten for the year,
and leaving the council with just
ten members.
The six members who resigned'
are Andrea Duncan, Andrea Fain,
Luis Gasco, Grace Iacono, Stephen
Thompson, and Denise Yard.
The reasons for their resignations
varied: Duncan resigned because
the time she spent as a council
member began to interfere with her
schoolwork; Fain graduated;
Gasco, Thompson, and Yard all
had time conflicts with jobs; and
Iacono had to give up her position
for "personal reasons."
According to Danville Walker,
President of the Day Session Stu-
dent Government, the problem in
replacing the members is due to the
inadequacy of the Day Session Stu-
dent Government constitution.
"The constitution is very
vague," said Walker. "It hints at
having another election, but it
doesn't say it. It's not cost-effective
[to hold another election], it's ex-
pensive."
Michael Robinson, chairperson
of the Council, said, "We have
submitted a constitution that cor-
rects the problem of vacancies. The -
person with the next highest vote
count fills the position, If that per-
son doesn't want to be on it, we
keep going down the line. Ifwe run







is increasing because of economic
and social conditions." She said
that the disease is directly correlated
with a person's living conditions
and habits. She said, "We've never
had any student with a positive skin
test show up positive on a chest
X-ray." She said that people may
show up with a positive skin test if
they were vaccinated against the
disease;
Leo Wolansky, MD, a radiologist
at Lenox Hill Hospital, said that
there are other problems with the
PPD test.
He said :'False negatives are abun-
dant particularly In AIDS (Aquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome) pa-
tients or anyone else who is
immune-suppressed (susceptible to
infection)." He said that once a
Person is exposed to the disease,
relapses are common. "Once
you've had an infection, you are
predisposed to having reactivation
tuberculosis, the most common
form of the disease," he said.
"Just Infected"
Wolansky said that the disease is
transmitted through the air in the
form of droplets from an infected
individual's cough or sneeze. Once
the disease enters a new host, it
spreads throughout the body. He
said that at this point there is RO
disease, the host is "just infected."
The body's immune system has the
disease in check, but because the
bacteria can live in the body's white
blood cells. which -are part of the
body's defense mechanism, the t:;;;;;:;:0i;;;lli%~__iiiiii _
treatment is usually lengthy and dif-
ficuh.
_ft~!!!&~JO ~ _-or-Jh~
Department. of Health, "Ninety to
9S percent of all tuberculosis are
pulmonary TB. " The disease can
afflict -other organs, but the in-
cidence is minimal, he said.
Although the disease .is transmit-
ted by air, in the form of minute
droplets, Cecil's Textbook of
Medicine says, "Well studiea I f~1:1;i:!:~!ji.1!~jl1!j!i[:~i::::~!!~!!:~lj1j:~::1epidemics in certain closed en- I::: :::'rI@Ii:::fII@d
vironments such as naval vessels IIjllil}mjamImmlBm:I~tm1!:~I]m~If:]"JttT1m~.1
and boarding schools indicate that
one person with cavitary disease
(the most common form of tuber-
culosis, indicated by cavities in the
top portion of the 1\lDlS) may
"poison" the environment with nltl11~11~lj:;~.j~I.~lllllill[I:lllilridroplet nuclei (contaminated Ll c..•xc-x ..,.;.;.;.;.;.,.,.;.;.;
droplets) and infect virtually aU "~:;:;';::~:;;::~:~:~-:::::::::::~:;:'
susceptibles in the same environ-
ment, even in the temporary
absence of the infectious person
himself."
Although Wolansky said that the
disease is effectively treated in most
cases, it is.neverthdess '~ery easily




Found to Have TB
Employers require Test
Smith said that many employers
require new employees to take the
PPD (purified protein derivative)
test upon employment. The PPD
test is a common test in determining
whether someone has been exposed
to the tuberculosis bacteria. He said
that it was similar to an allergy test.
Liebert said, "We don't have any
such policy, requiring a TB test
(upon employment)."
Smith said that there were three
steps in determining whether a
positive PPD test means the person
has the disease or has only been ex-
posed to the bacteria. The first step
is taking the PPD or Manteux test,
If the test positive,
Smith said, "a chest X-ray
is performed." He said that this
usually determines whether the
positive results in the test are due to
infection or disease. He said that
the third step is "taking a
bacteriological specimen, usually
sputum or phlegm." He said,
"What we try to do is rule tuber-
culosis out." If the bacteriological
test is positive, the individual has
the disease and is oontq ious.
The therapy for someone that
shows a positive skin (pPD or
Manteux) test, but a normal chest
X-ray free of any abnormal cavities
in the lunas, would be medication
for one year. Smith said the medica-
tion now heiDI used is isoDiazid or
INH. 1NH..is also used wben the
contq.ious disease is preseDt. He
said "It (tuben:ulosis) is not the
n~ber one tiDer in New York."
Statistics show that it is ranked
about 22 on the list of fatal
diseases.
TB on the Rile
Barbara Marx, the school's
feIistered nurse, said ''Tuberculosis
A Baruch College employee
working in the SEEK (Search for
Education, Elevation and
Knowledge) department, was
reported as having tuberculosis, ac-
cording to a notice circulated by the
coDege personnel office.
The notice. dated March 17. said,
"The New York City Department
of Health reports that an employee
of the SEEK Dept. has been iden-
tified as an active TB carrier." Ac-
cording to Esther Liebert, director
of the personnel office, "the
employee is no longer at the
college." She said that the college
became aware of his condition after
he was diagnosed and admitted to a
hospital. She would not disclose the
individual's name.
Originally, the Department of
Health's Bureau of Tuberculosis
Control had scheduled to test
employees of the SEEK Dept. on
March 26, but, according to
Richard Smith, who is supervising
the public health advisor at the
Bureau of Tuberculosis Control,
"The school cancelled the initial
date due to the fact that the school
was closed during the holidays."
He said that his office hadn't been
notified as to when the college had
requested a new date to conduct the
tests.
Liebert said, "It would be within
a week or two from the original
dates (of the tests)." She said that
her office was working in conjunc-
tion with the SEEK office to deter-
mine a date on which to conduct the
tests. The Department of Health
has yet to be notified, according to
.- - -. SiDit1i. ---
« - •
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Honduran border, any Nicaraguan incur-
sion into Honduran territory would provide
the clearest, most uniquivocal indication of
Nicaragua's aggressive intent throughout
the region.
Furthermore, it is unlikely that the San-
danistas would invade or violate its
neighbors' territory without the pretext of
pursuing the Contras. Such an invasion
would likely provoke the retaliation of the
Organization of American States (OAS)
and the U.S. and may lead to an all out in-
vasion of Nicaragua. Moreover, such ag-
gression could only serve to play into the
hands of the Reagan administration by
confirming its claims that the Sandenistes
are a threat to their neighbors.
Finally, there is the fallacy that the
presence of Libyans, the Palestinian
Liberation Organization (PLO) and other
so-called "terrorist" organizations is proof
of Nicaragua's aggressive intents. Not only
does this guilt by association violate the
fundamental tenets of sound argumenta-
tion, but it is highly offensive to the
Nicaraguan people. It implies Nicaragua's
lack of autonomy and any say in the way it
conducts business or relations with others.
Furthermore, the presence of "terrorists"
in Nicaragua does not mean that the San-
dinistas will become terrorists anymore
than the presence of U.S. troops or in-
fluence in South Korea or Marcus' Philip-
pines would lead to democracy or liberty.
Ironically, those who are quick to affix guilt
by association to the Sandinistas regarding
their harboring of "terrorists" are-quick to
absolve the U.S. from any responsibility
when its presence in other countries does
not put an end of the death squads, repres-















Moderator: Assistant Provost Vredenburgh.
For answers to these challenging Questions
come and hear the experts. Come and meet
the faculty.
rapes, the murders and other morally in-
defensible acts of the Contras, then it
behooves the president to make that infor-
mation known to the American people. If
indeed the Contras are freedom fighters
bent on democratizing Nicaragua, why
should they want a truly democratic society
when their notoriety and unpopularity
ameng-----the-Naguan -people - would
preclude any victory at the polls?
The third fallacy is the belief that the
Reagan administration really wants a
political and not a military solution to the
Nicaraguan conflict. It is true that the
Boland Amendment prohibits U.S. support
for the overthrow of the Sandi nista regime.
But why has the Administration tried to ap-
ply pressure to some countries like Hon-
duras and Costa Rica to derail the Con-
tadora process? Why would the unpopular
Contras continue to fight if their aim is not
the overthrow of the Sandi nistas-especial-
Iy given that democratic elections would not
favor them? Clearly, a political solution
cannot be in the best interest of the Reagan
administration and its clients, the Contras.
A political solution would mean a continua-
tion of the status quo, which is the existence
of the Sandiinista regime.
The fourth..misconception is the widely
held belief that the Sandi.nistas have ag-
gressive intents well beyond their borders.
Indeed, if the Reagan administration and
Nicaragua's neighbors want to convincingly
demonstrate the Sandi.nistas' aggressive in-
tent, why allow the Contras to set up l?ases
in Honduras from which they can infiltrate
into Nicaragua and provoke border in-
cidents? Surely, in the absence of the Con-
tras or even without the presence of U.S.
military maneuvers along the Nicaraguan-
DID THE HUMAN GENIUS CREATE A MONSTER
OR A POWERFUL HELPMATE?
CAN COMPUTERS DUPUCATE OUR
BRAIN FUNCI10NS?
Thursday, April 17, 1986
6:30 PM
Faculty Lounge
155 East 24th St. 5th fl.
Coffee will be served.
-
WILL OUR GROWING DEPENDENCE ON COMPUTERS
MAKE OUR THINKING PROCESSES OBSOLETE?
the western hemisphere; it is a direct
challenge to U.S. hegemony in the region
and to U.S. national security. U.S. policy
toward Nicaragua is therefore not only an
attempt to halt Soviet and communist ex-
pansionism in the region but to safeguard
the regional balance of power and U.S.
national security.
The second global 'assumption is closely
linked to the first. It holds that U.S. foreign
policy toward Nicaragua is a reaffirmation
of America's global commitments and a test
of its willingness and ability to honor these
commitments. At stake in every conflict
-Nicaragua no exception-is not only the
points that may tip the balance of power
one way or the other, but the prestige, the
credibility, and resolve of the U.S. Conse-
quently, in Nicaragua, every U.S. policy is
devised, every strategy concocted, assessed
and executed with an eye on not only the
means and ends sought but with the subtle
messages they send to friends and foes
alike. As President Reagan has said, "If the
U.S. cannot respond to a threat near our
borders, wily should Europeans and Asians
believe we are seriously concerned about
threats to them?"
The regional pragmatist school of
thought paints a more flexible, if not more
realistic, picture of the world and American
power. It holds that regional conflicts are
unique and are not always a direct result of
Soviet-American competition, but may be
deeply rooted in localized social and
economic realities. Since regional conflicts
are seldom one-dimensional, U.S. policy
must be a mixture used varying with the
peculiarities and idiosyncracies of the
players and regions involved. In the final
analysis, proponents of this approach to
U.S. foreign policy feel that by always pre-
jeering U.S.-80viet power politics into
regional disputes, the United States runs the
risk of takillg sides-with dangerous conse-
quences at times, as in Lebanon-s-of
alienating the belligerents and of increasing
Soviet presence in the region.
Let us now examine some of the fallacies
that underlie U.S. foreign policy toward
Nicaragua. The first fallacy is the idea that
the Contras were created to interdict
Nicaraguan arms supply to communist
rebels in EI Salvador. Implicit here is the
belief that once the arms supply routes have
been plugged there will cease to be any need
for the Contra forces. But if the aim of the
Reagan Administration's creation and sup-
port of the Contras is to stop Nicaraguan
arms supply to Salvadorian guerrillas, why
would the Contras, many of whom have
political ambitions of their own, settle to be
mere bargaining chips that would be dispos-
ed of once a negotiated settlement is reach-
ed between the U.S. and Nicaragua?
The second misconception is the belief
that the Contras are "freedom fighters"
and purveyors of democracy. Even Presi-
dent Reagan has unashamedly compared
the Contras with the Founding Fathers of
the United States. Such comparison, if not
grossly irreverent, borders on the offensive.
If the president of the United States is privy
to information that would morally and
ethically put the activities of the Founding
Fathers on the same moral plane with the
OP':'ED
Reagan Administration Vs. Nicaragua: The Conflict Continues
•
By EUSTACE FRANCIS
Men rally around it; policies emanate
from it: countries fight over it; men die for
it; and according to Richard J. Barnet,
former State Department official in the
Kennedy administration, in its name, "all
things can be threatened. All risks can be
taken. An sacrifices can be demanded,"
and yet, in the final analysis, its existence,
its nature is mythical.
Just what is it that can appear to be
everything and yet is nothing, can be so
compelling and yet so mythical? The answer
is the concept of national security. Not on-
ly does there seem to be no consensus on
what constitutes national security, but the
very absence of any universal agreement on
what it is, often lies at the core of U.S.
foreign policy. And nowhere is this more
I
patently obvious than in the Reagan ad-
ministration's struggle to develop a consis-
tent and coherent foreign policy toward
Nicaragua.
In Nicaragua, the question of U.S. na-
tional security is a matter of much con-
troversy. It is beyond the scope of this arti-
cle to try to resolve that controversy.
However, the aim and assess
U.S. policies toward Nicaragua.
To understand why the United States acts
the way it does toward Nicaragua, it will be
necessary to understand some of the domi-
nant ideological themes, assumptions and
perceptions that guide U.S. foreign policy.
In so doing, objective facts and indepen-
dent truths must not be sacrificed to
statements whose validity and authenticity
rest on the authority of the speaker. Neither
must rationality take the back seat to emo-
tionalism. Policies and events must be
analyzed on the basis of facts, not on per-
sonal preferences and prejudices. Only by
being a rational agent and objective arbiter
ofthel'acts can-we undetstandtbe nature of
the conflict in Nicaragua, the degree to
which U.S. vital interests are threatened,
and call forth appropriate and viable
policies.
We begin our analysis of U.S. involve-
ment in Nicaragua by examining some of
the assumptions upon which U.S. foreign
policy vis-a-vis Nicaragua has been
predicated. The first set of assumptions
emanate from two competing schools of
thought: the advocates of globalism and the
advocates of regional pragmatism.
The proponents of a global strategy ad-
vocate the worldwide projection of U.S.
military power. Only a ubiquitous U.S.
presence can guarantee freedom and
democracy and guard against Soviet
totalitarianism. Advocates argue that there
is a direct correlation between the rise and
fall of U.S. influence in the world and the
rise and fall of liberty in the world. With
regard to Nicaragua, globalism manifests
itself in U.S. policy toward Nicaragua in the
form of two basic assumptions.
The first assumption is that
U.S.-Nicaraguan relations must be seen
:hrough the prism of Soviet-American
power politics. This assumption holds that
the Third World has become the arena in
which the super-powers compete. In the
eyes of the United States, Nicaragua































The following prizes will be awarded to winning entries'
who have successfully matched all D.S.S.G. members


























































In the last issue of the Ticker, the Day Session Student
Government held a baby picture match-up contest. How









necessary to conduct board
business.
. Several memos found in the USS
files iridicate that Lowe submitted
bills to the board of trustees, only
to have them sent back for clarifica-
tion.A memo from Robert Jeffer-
son, dated June 28, 1983, read,
"Please clar.ify the nature of USS
business for the attached ride which
was made at 12:00 a.m."
A letter from Martin J. Warm-
brand\.. secretary of the CUNY
board"(}f trustees, to Lowe, dated
Feb. 14, 1984, asked that the USS
verify whether 28 vouchers submit-
ted to Warmbrand's office were
"board of trustees related."
Additional memos indicate that
15 other vouchers were also return-
ed to Lowe in ~ch 1984 by
Warmbrand's office.
In addition to the taxi charges,
investigators found a bill for
$762.S0 from the Elan Limousine
Service of Brooklyn. The bill,
which was dated Dec. 9, 1984, was
for two cars for 13~ hours each.
Lowe could not be reached to give
the nature of the USS business that
required the cars.
Parking TIckets
Records indicate that the USS
van and cars rented over the years
accumulated at least 51,215 in park-
ing tickets. The tickets, which date
back to Feb. 24, 1982, include
unregistered! uninspected vehicle,
double parking and fire hydrant
parkillg.
It is not clear how many total
tickets were issued to autos owned
or rented by the USS, or the total
amount paid.
An official of the Parking Viola-
tions Bureau checked the license
plate of the USS van (3017SY)
through the computer and found no
outstanding tickets.
___ J!1 November J98S, Avis Rent-~:-
, , eog
the-SeiVices-ot aJi-attorney toforce
payment of $680 in tickets that had
been incurred by the USS using
Avis cars. The 14 tickets dated back
to Jan. 17, 1985, and were collected
in New York and Florida.
Enroll now In tne PHARMACY PROGRAM at lONC ISLAND
UNNERSI1'Y.
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chairperson of the USS.
Phone charges for fiscal Y.ear
1983, which coincided with Lowe's
first term, were 5S,686.93. Data for
fiscal years 1984, 1985 and 1986
were not available, but the USS
phone bill for the previous 12 mon-
ths amounts to over $10,000.
Tui Charges
Investigators also found vouchers
totaling $3,334.2S for taxi rides for
USS staff members. The vouchers.
which date back to December 1983.
came under the budget heading of
local travel.
Lowe is indicated as the
passenger in the majority of the
vouchers; and at least half a dozen
of the rides are from areas in
Manhattan to Long Island.
Memos attached to several of the
vouchers indicate that USS staff
members said the rides were related
to USS business. "The following
local transportation expenditures
for myself (Lowe) were made on
USS business," read one memo.
Other memos indicate that the
rides were taken while the USS van
was in the shop for repair.
As an ex-officio member of the
board of trustees of CUNY, Lowe
was able to charge transportation






Dwt-a ..,. - Mel,.. Lowe ..... Ie A • L'S .,,.... prII.'I•• of
BMCC A•.u. 211d, USS IBaIdI "edor.
the USS at the present. " That
order, according to the spokesper-
son, came from his "superiors."
The bill attached to Assing's pay-
ment request was for 5200 per
month for "storage for the months
of March and Aprill98S. "
Although no bill for the storage was
attached to Lowe's request, the re-
quest itself indicated that the reim-
bursement was for "storage: May
thru June $400." Also attached to
the voucher was a towing bill f.or
$100.
Both Lowe and Assing were
unavailable for comment.
USSA Conference
From July 14 to July 19, 1985,
the United States Student Associa-
tion held a conference at the Mc-
Cormick Center in Chicago, Il-
linois. At the conference, which the
USS attended, Lowe ran for the
presidency of the USSA, losing to
Tom Swan, current president of the
USSA.
According to participants at the
conference, Lowe, in an attempt to
round up votes for his try at the
presidency, flew 24 other par-
ticipants to the conference, at a cost
of S3,SS2. Most of the 24 belonged
to other member colleges of the
USSA. Lowe also flew 11 staff
memhers and delegates to the con-
ference, at a cost of51,628.
Vouchers indicate that some of
the participants did reimburse the
USS for their share of the airfare,
and that the USS may have paid the
airfare originally for reasons of ex-
pediency.
The known total expenditure for
the conference-including airfare,
meals, registration and membership
fees-came to SI2,662.32. Lowe's
suite for the conference cost $19S
per night, for a total of51,170. Par-
ticipants at the conference,
however, said that many people
slept in the suite. -
CUNY PIaoBe Bill
The USS, which is connected to '
the CUNY central phone system,
owes SlO,732.S1 to CUNY for
phone service. The USS' last paid
phone bill is from February 1985.
Apparently, officials at the USS
were not concerned with the bill,
and knew that it was long overdue.
A memo, dated Oct. 18, 1985,
from Roberta Nord, assistant direc-
tor of student affairs, to Lowe and
Frank Viggiano, director of govern-
mental relations for the USS said,
··You haven't paid a single phone
bill to CUNY for J98S. I doubt that
you have enough in the line. "
Records from the files of the USS
indicate that USS phone bills had
increased dramatically under the
Lowe administration. Phone
char~ for the fiscal year 1982.
which ran from Jan.24, 1982, until
. Jan. 23, 1983, were S2,908.99.
Fiscal Year 1982 was the last term
of Garth Marchant, former
a_I 111111 II -.a





IlbJI JOUr~~C1r~ & Sol5 let
lD~ ,out hQuSlnq IlOrTlOhO
Hendrickson, who served as ex-
ecutive director from February to
August 1985, said that he tried to
have the charges transferred to his
Apple computer card, but was not
successful. "I have been fighting
with these people for a year," said
Hendrickson. Hendrickson said the
issue under discussion was the pay-
ment of taxes on the purchase.
. Van Storage'
A questionable receipt was sub-
mitted to CUNY for the reimburse-
ment of out-of-pocket expenses in-
curred in the storage of the USS
van.
Lowe and Susan Assing, his ex-
ecutive assistant, were reimbursed
S800 for the storage of the van at
the Concourse Auto Center in the
Bronx during the months of March,
April, May and June of 1985.
According to employees at the
Concourse Auto Center, however,
there are no facilities" for storage of
automobiles at the center, and only
repairs and maintenance are done
there.
Employees at the auto center said
that Lowe brought the van to them
in early March and left it there.
Since the auto center lacked storage
facilities, the van was driven to a
municipal lot at 307 E. 149th St.,
where it was stored until June 27,
1985.
According to vouchers in the files
of theUSS, on that day the van was
towed to Lowe's house in Hemp-
stead, L.I. To get the van out of the
lot on. June 27, $800 in cash was
paid to representatives of the
municipal lot.
AIth~gh 'the out-of-pocket ex-
penses were incurred at tne
-- Al8Rieipei lett • paid RlGCipt _was_ -,-+-----------~~...~
issuedby-the Il1Ito-cemer. ,-
Two payment requests, one to
Assing for $400, and one to Lowe
for S500 were submitted to the
Research Foundation; both were
signed by Lowe and by Leo Corbie,
vice-chancellor for student affairs.
The request submitted by Lowe
had no bill attached from either the
auto center or the municipal lot. A
request to Corbie for his copy of the
payment request, to see if proper
documentation of the expense was
attached, was declined.
A similar request to officials at
the Research Foundation was also
turned down. A spokesperson for
the foundation said, "I'm not
allowed to give any information on
USS Hits New Low
(Continued from front page)
need the vouchers that precede
expenditures. The vouchers provide
details re.garding spending, in-
cluding dates, names and reason.
ColDpater Parcbaes
Records from USS files indicate
that Michael Hendrickson, a
former executive director of the
USS, purchased more than 5900
worth of Apple Computer equip-
ment despite the fact that the USS
owned no computer.
. The purchases were made during
March, April and early summer of
1985, and included disks, modems,
paper and serial cards. Officials at
Computerland, where mast of the
equipment was bought, said that
the bill is still outstanding.
Hendrickson said that-he did pur-
chase the equipment and that it was
"used for senate business•. "Since I
was using it for the student senate, I
bought it through the student
senate," said Hendrickson.
Audit
CUNY has ordered athree year
audit of USS finances, to be per-
formed by the firm of Peat, Mar-
wick, Mitchell and Co. Corbie said
that after the audit is completed, he
would release the vouchers.
The last audit of USS finances
was conducted in 1982 by the firm
of Oppenheim, Appel, Dixon & Co.
It audited USS finances from Ju-
ly 1, 1978, to June 30, 1982.
The University Fiscal Handbook
for the control and accountability
of student activity fees, which took
effect in 1984, says that an audit
must be performed annually.
Article XII, sections one and two
state,"(l)An annual financial state-
ment shall be issued by the USS
before the end of December. (2)
The annual financial statement




At least $1,S84.86 was spent in
the past 12 months on dinners for
USS staff members; delegates and
others, Some of the, attendees were
not CUNY students. .
The funds for the dinners came
under the budget heading of
meetings. To document the expen-
diture, the USS staff had to submit
copies of the receipts, a list of who
atfeiKled and Whit'was-disdissed.
One of the restaurants where
tb-e~mte' lelp toot. ptace --was-
the Hard ROck Cafe.
.It could not be determined from
the available records how much was
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USS Meeting .
• Oldest andI~ABA-approved
program in NY State
• Effective employment assistance-
over 1,100employers have hired
Adelphi graduates
• Choice of time and location-Ddy
and evening classes in Garden City,
Louise Wood Huntington and Manhattan
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The Foreign Trade Society is ar-
ranging a tour of"the Domino Sugar
Refinery located across the
Williamsburg Bridge in Brooklyn
for Friday, April 18. The tour will
last two hours and students are re-
quired to meet at Baruch at 10 AM.
To get more information and
sign-up, interested students should
visit the Foreign Trade Society in
Room 839, 46 East 26th Street.
Mary Cross, an assistant
professor of English. has received
a CUNY grant for a study of
modern women who balance work
and home..
Cross, who received an undis-
closed sum, will be working on her
project entitled "The Balancing
Act: Career, Children and the
Female Dilemma.
Cross's project was one of J3
chosen out of more than 400
proposals submitted to the
Women's Research and Develop-









(2) Thursday May 1, 1986
1:35 - 2:35 p.m.
Rm. 1703 - 360 PAS.
.....
(1) Thnrsday April 17, 1986
1:35 - 2:35 p.m.
Rm. 1703 - 360PAS.





4. Graduate Students must carry a
minimum of three credit hours
and/or be certified part-time.
Sell A Sunbird
Baruch is one of eight graduate
schools of business across the coun-
try that are-participating' in the 1986
General Motors Intercollegiate
Marketing Program. The competi-
tion is designed to offer a real world
marketing and advertising ex-
perience to students in those fields.
The university teams will be com-
peting for a top prize of $10,000 for
the university. In addition, the
students will have the opportunity
to drive and evaluate a Pontiac Sun-
bird test car firsthand during the
course of the program.
Team .. entries will consist of an
oral presentation plus a written
treatise on how to best market and
advertise the 1986 Pontiac Sunbird.
The entries will be judged on the
quality of the market research and
creative strategy. The winner is ex-
pected to be announced in May.
Come and attend the workshops
on Test Anxiety
Calling all students taking











New eligibility requirements for
senators and officers for the
University Student Senate were ap-
proved by the Board of Trustees of
the City University at their March
24 meeting.
The USS is charged with the for-
mulation of university-wide student
policy relating to the academic
status, role, rights and freedoms of
the student. Representatives are
elected by their respective student
governments, with the chairperson
of the body serving as an ex-officio
member of the Board of Trustees,
with full voting powers.
The ,new feqWz".emeDts.state;
1. AU representatives must have a
minimum grade point average of
2.0 ( a C average).
2. Full-time students must carry a
minimum of 12 credit hours.
3. Part-time students must carry a
minimum of six credit hours or
three after 24 credit hours have
been accumulated.
Baruch's undergraduate accoun-
ting program is now the sixth rank-
ed program in accounting in the
country, behind the University of
Michigan but ahead of the Univer-
sities of Illinois, Texas and
Wisconsin, according to The Gour-
man Report, an annual rating of
undergraduate programs in
American universities.
In addition, Baruch's faculty in
economics has just been ranked
first among non-Ph.D. granting
departments in the riation.in terms
of the number of times that faculty
publications were written by










ThUrsday May ,8, 1986
1:35 2:30 p.m, ~......~
Rm. 1703 - 360 PAS.
(2) Tuesday April 29, 1986
4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Rm. 1750 A - 360 PAS.
The Ticker
down for ten to fifteen minutes
after each yawn." t':":::"",::;;m,',';:j
Odd side effects from tricyelics Mmm{;t~ttI{IIr@~~;;~;
are not unusual, but the three New
Brunswick doctors, who no longer
talk to reporters; have yet to say
whether they have treated any other
cases involving the antidepressant,
yawning, and the phenomenon of
W:;::::'~:':~::';::;~~::;::~::::f~:::~:%orgasm.
CIBA-GIEGY spokespeople II..WtiItZ._
point out that while their an-
tidepressant is widely used in
Canada and Europe, it is not
available in the United States, ad-
ding, in a prepared statement, "We Etm:MJm@~li
.:.:.:......c-,,,,.•,.;.;.;.;
cannot comment on the validity of
reports associating the use of 'I~!~~~i~ii~~iilllifjiil~!~!!~~!IIII"II~I~1Anafranil with a rare side effect f H
sexual stimulation." They said the I$.J!1~1~;~~:II~~IIII[IIIJIIIII1111111.~;:i.%~@~~~~;company was currently attempting
to determine if any of the Canadian
claims about the prescription drugs '
were valid.
-George Nobbe
(Copyright 1985 by OMNI
Magazine and reprinted with the
permission of Omni Publications
International Ltd.)
Stress Management (1) Tuesday May 6, 1986
4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Rm. 1703 - 360 PAS.
(2) Thursday May 8, 1986
12:35 - 1:30 p.m.
Rm. 1703 - 360 PAS.
Orientation Office
Student Personnel Services
360 Park Avenue So.~m. 1747
212/725-4456
(2) Thursday May 1, 1986
1:35 - 2:35 p.m.
Rm. 1703 - 360 PAS.
(1) Thursday April 17, 1986
1:35 - 2:35 p.m.
Rm. 1703 - 360PAS.
Transfer Credit Ev. Tuesday April 15, 1986
5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Rm. 4 - S, 17 Lex E23rd.
Financial Aid Information Tuesday April 15, 1986
4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Rm. 4 - S, Lex E23rd.
--SUmmer -Ii .,aIf-noor --- --.-. __. -,--
Registration Info (1) Thursday April 17, 1986
12:35 - 1:30 p.m.




paper merely presents some clinical
findinp and is not to be taken as a
full-scale study of Anafranil, a
tricyclic more formally known as
clomipramine.
Two men and two women being
treated for .depression all said yawn-
ing induced orgasm, a side effect
that vanished shortly after they
were taken off the drug. One of the
women claimed she could induce
orgasm at will by deliberately yawn-
ing. The other .said she experienced
sexual urges she simply could not
resist.
Of one of the two men, the Cana-
dian doctors wrote, "The
awakwardness and embarrassment
[of orgasm and ejaculation] was
overcome bv continuously wearing
a condom.wl'he other male subject
taking Anafranil reported that he
experienced "such an intense sense
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Believe It or Not!
To the dismay of executives of
CIBA-GEIGY, the international
drug company based in
Switzerland, three Canadian
psychiatrists from St. John, New
Brunswick. claim that four of their
patients who took the antidepres-
sant drug Anafranil constantly ex-
pericaced orgasm whenever they
yawned-whether they wanted to or
not.
No one seems to know why, and
what's all the more puzzling is that
the more common side effect of
taking,antidepressants is a decreas-
ed sexual capacity, not an increased
one.
Nonetheless, the four case studies
were reported in the Canadian
Journal ofPsychiatry by Drs. I. A.
Kapkin and J. D. McLean, of
Regional Hospital, and R.G. For-
sythe, senior psychiatrist at Cen-
tricare, Inc. They stress that their
1
The students also received prizes
which were donated by Baruch Col-
lege Trustees, the alumni and
various corporations. The prizes in-
eluded buttons, books, VCR tapes,
albums, bookstore vouchers and
Phonathon mugs.
The student callers were given
cards with the names of the alumni.
Any alumnus that had pledged in
the past had a lavender stripe on his
card. If the alumnus has pledged
before, "it is very unusual if he
doesn't pledge again," said
Rowland. The alumni pay by check.
Other methods of fund raising
used by Baruch include direct mail
campaigning and the Baruch
Fellows Dinner Dance.
Direct mail campaigns are held a
minimum of three times a year. All
alumni are mailed information
about Baruch and asked for
pledges. The Baruch College
Fellows Dinner Dance is a special
event. A Baruch Fellow is a person
with a minimum annual pledge of
$1,200.
Asked about the effectiveness of
Phonathon in comparison to the
other fund raising methods,
Rowland said, "I wouldn't say. it's
the most successful in terms of
dollars earned and dollars received-
-they are all equally successful.






Phonathon '86, held between
February 24 and March 13 in the
Faculty Lounge in the 24th S:treet
building, raised over $120,000 in
pledges for the Baruch College
Fund Campaign, according to
Terence Rowland, manager of
development in the Office of Col-
lege Relations.
The money raised subsidizes
scholarships and student programs.
Said Rowland, "The alumni are
being very supportive and very loyal
to Baruch." The pledges continue
coming in until the end of the fiscal
year in June.
Last year, the Phonathon raised
approximately $120,000 in pledges.
According to Rowland, "Last year
eighty nine percent of the pledges
actually came in, " and as far as this
year goes, "it looks just as good. "
The reaction of the alumni to the
Phonathon is "very good ." said
Rowland. "It is a means of them
maintaining their connection with
Baruch; they like to hear from cur-
rent students, and if they were not
pleased with being called and pleas-
ed with Baruch they would not be
sending us money."
Students who worked the twelve
nights of the Phonathon, from 6
p.m, to 10 p.rn., received four
dollars per hour. They either were
assigned to phone the 40,000 alum-
ni, or to process the pledges. They
also received dinner and dessert





WORLD PEACE IS THE #1
ISSUE for high school students,
according to a recent Stanford U.
study. Roughly 840/of the students
surveyed said they are anxious
about the nuclear arms race, and
more thanao". said they are worried
about nuclear war breaking out in
their lifetime. More than 82t1J'o say
world peace is possible through in-
ternational negotiations.
A RECORD DEMAND caused
the Cornell U. Health Center's
Contraception, Gynecology and
Sexuality Service to run out of the
free packets of condoms, con-
traceptive sponges and pamphlets it
was distributing as part ofNationat
Condom Week. In three days, the
Health Center gave away 5,040
contraceptives.
CAMPUS POLICE CAME TO
THE AID of the U. of Virginia
anti-apartheid coalition's shanties
by warding off a group ofstudents
intent on destroying the symbolic
structures. The dean ofstudents ex-
plained the decision to protect the
protesters: "Wefeet they're making
a statement, and we'll protect their
ability to demonstrate as long as it





abortion, equal rights and drug use
as most important), while men "are
free 10 pursue" issues about their
relationships to the rest of society
(ranking pollution, nuclear arms
and earning a living highest).
A DISC JOCKEY IS UNDER
FIRE from Howard U. students
who were enraged when the
WWDC DJ "joked' that if killing
one black leader was causefor a day
off, killing four more would give
the nation a whole week of vaca-
tion. Students are asking the sta-
tion's advertisers to drop their ads
until the DJ leaves. At least two
advertisers have complied.
The Ticker
A LIST OF "WOMEN'S
PREROGA TlVES, " etched into a
Carnegie-Mel/on U. building in
1906, has been rubbed out. Among
the "prerogatives' listed: "to make
and inspire the home. " •
THE MALE SEXUALITY
PEER EDUCA TORS provide Cor-
nell U. men the opportunity to
discuss, in depth, issues ofsexuality
and masculinity. The workshop,
"How To Be A Better Lover, " in-
volves exercises, a slide show and
discussion ofstereotypes, birth con-






PROFANITY IS ON ITS WAY
OUT of student creative writing,
according to a u. of Texas English
professor. In recent years, entries in
UT's writing contests have reversed
an earlier trend toward profanity
and sexual obscenity. The professor
says students were writing "trash"
because they were following the ex-
amples of television and the "well-
paid writers" of the 1970's.
,
DIFFICULTY IN CHOOSING
A MAJOR plays a big part in the
demise of the four-year degree,
according to a U. of Alabama
survey. Of UA seniors who will not
graduate in eight semesters, 59%
changed their majors-and 74% of
those said the change de/ilYed their
graduations. Economics plays a
part too: 49% blamed their delayed




WOMEN DIFFER when it comes
to their "most important personal
issues, ... according to a survey at the
U. of Wisconsin-River Falls. Pro-
fessor Bud McClure says women
"are still concerned with issues of
personal autonomy" (and thus rank
P H 0 S P H 0 R
G R A P H I C S.~
7 2 62 6 0 7
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According to the American Lung Association, each year more than 120,000 people
will die of hing cancer. Three out of four of them will get it because of ciprette smok-
ing. When you smoke on a regular basis, you are 10 or 20 times more likely to die from
hmg cancer. How great the risk is depends on how long you've been smoking,bow much
you smoke, howdeeply you inhale and the strength of yoUr cigarette. Ciprette smoke
contains dangerous chemi~which can cause severe damage to your body. N"lCOtine is
an addietive 81ent which raises blood pressure and increases the heart rate. Tar contains
caucer-causiDa chemicals which tend to build-up in lung tissue. Carbon monoxide robs
your blOod of oxygen aDd may encourage build-up of deposits in arteries.
SometbiD& which smokers rarely seem. to consider are the non-smokers and bow they
are affected.~ have shown that breathing smoke's toxic chemicals can be harmful
to DOD-smokers' health. It's a special hazard for young cbildren and those who have
problems like asthma or heart disease. This is another aspect to consider when deciding
to kick the habit.
Albrilbt said, "When you stop smoking you expmence anxiety. Ifyou could relax by
usin& any form of relaxation tecluUques you wouldn't need to smoke. It is impossible to
have a relaxed mind and an anxious body because your mind and body are so intimately
related. TeacbiDI a body to relax will allow the person more effectively to relieve the
anxiety associated with baviDa .' dprette. n
"If our pilot studies wort, like we hope they wiD, we will be opening up Pandora's
box." To AlbriIht's knowIedae this type of testing has never been done anywhere
'before, a!tbouIb. there are other forms of-relaxation exercises.
Interested students should contact Professor Albright at the PsycboIoay DeparIUIeilt
in Room 1128 of the 18th Street buildiDa... soon as possible. Leave your name and
home pIaoDe amber widl·daC....' tent ICCI'c&ary ifbe'allOt ill.~;fGUslIauJd,be
.reminded that the studies involve mectilll once a week from mid-APiI~Dly through
the summer• You also must pradice the exercise on your own time .. weD.
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The experimental group will get a new type of stress-reduction techniques. "The idea
is to teach them (smokers) how to relax very effectively," Albright said. "Part of the
reIaxation training is to get them to bevery good at imagery." He used the example that
if you imagine your hands are warm, they'D eventually get warmer. "The idea is to get
people to really effectively be able to imagine. We will have them imagine all of the steps
involved in smokiq a ciprette," from opening a pact of cigarettes to exbalios the
smoke from their lungs.
$'The idea is that imqery very often brings about coincidental biochemicalcbanaes.If
y~ jmagine something vividly, you have biochemical events that are caused as a result
of it. S9, why not be able to imagine yourself smoking a c:iprette vividly enough where
you bring about some resolution of the need that resultS from smOking the cigarette1"
Albright and his assistantS will also show the natural consequences which may result
~,a.direC!~¥,~ frO~lt.ettesmoking, such as luna qnc.ir~,~, wiJI.~wtheSe ef-
fects as a YifJiy'cifmotIvatJDa people to stop smoking.~~'~8ilY17fIewant
____ to continuesmoldng knowing that .!:hey are d~beratelydame their~.l and takins
,xean-Off.their~oWllJj.fe!__ , _ , __ , •. ,_ _ .. __ ___ __ -, _,_ _ _ _
.J' .'':'':-t. ;:, ". . .....' .... , v ).. " ' .~:,J" .... - , ; " .....
.... .., ;s . ,,.., x.... a.I. •.,~,l;,=~t~~t~1u-tt t-:"~i~
ll~~.~~ . j~....J#
.4t ~ ."--',fIt: .-....• ,~.
_.••\"~ • ':. . ,100 .....








magine, if you are a smoker, unwrap-
. ping the cellophane off of a new pack
, . of cigarettes, pulling the first butt
from the fresh pack, smelling the
sulfur as you liIht a match, inhaling the
smoke back into your tbrcat.down through
your lungs and then, finally, exhaJing.
For non-smokers this image may be a fate
worse than death, but for smokers this can
be a dream come true. However, there may
be no reason for smokers to crave nicotine
any longer, thanks to research on smoking
and how to quit presently being conducted
by Professor Glenn Albright of the
Psychology Department, with the help of
two Baruch UDdeqraduate students. Since
the begiBBiDc of- the tpriea semeSter,AHcia
M. ~.and ,Marika E. Moses. both
psychology majors, have been assisting
Albright with his research.
In order for their research to continue, it
is necessary to conduct several experiments
in their lab. Before they can begin these
pilot .... 60 vohmteen. meetina specific
~"". -.at -be' foUDd. They are
IC?Okina for people who smote one pack of
- .
- - .. TIk! ftIIIt ClffdRfafes-mUR-also 'be j'
graduate or undergraduate student attend-
ing Baruch Coil•. Albright said he would
be willing to consider faculty or members of
the administration, although they would be
placed in separate groups. Students must be
willing to seriously commit themselves for
the entire length of testing. .
When the testing finally gets underway,
tentatively in mid-April, the 60 smokers will
be broken up into three groups: the control,
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WI T H (JAMES PEOPLE PlAt
27 lJ/FFEHENl (JAMES
TO CHOOSE FROM
ST(JP BY HM. 212
IN THE STI/DENT tENTEN
WITH YOVR III
,~
At 1 p.m, the doors were opened. As a
measure of the audiences enthusiasm, the
food wasdevoured down to.the last chicken
wing within 45 minutes. "It was like wat-
ching a horde of locusts devour a Jush ver-
dant forest," one student remarked after-
wards. Thanks to the maintenance crew,
the room was returned to its original
spotless form by 2:45 p.m.
The Baruch cultural organizations were
invited to participate by two special notices
left in their club mailboxes at the 22nd
Street Student Activities Center. The idea
arose during this February's Leadership
Training Seminar held 'at Hudson Guild
Farms in Andover, N.J.
College is more
than buildings and books.
In 1919, The New School was founded as
America's first university for adults. The Senior
College wasestablished in 1944. It wasNew York's
first undergraduate program where adults were
encouraged to finish their degrees after work.
In 1986, the Senior College provides the only
accredited degree program for students who prize
ourdistinctive and flexible environment. Youcan
study mornings, afternoons, or evenings-part-
time or full-rime-and participate in a program
that really works: higher percentages of Senior
College graduates have earned bumanities and
social science Ph.D.'s than graduates at Harvard
and Yale.·
At the Senior College, we care about what you
study, when you study and whom you study with.
So if)W've decided to traMter, get imdved with us.
Just talk to us at (212) 141-S630.
to
offices in the Administration Building at
22nd Street. Most of the food dishes were
prepared at student homes. Each con-
tributor was asked to. prepare an amount
equal to SO appetizer portions. Containers
of all shapes and sizes were brought in to
the kitchen at the Faculty Lounge early that
same morning. The generous donation of
geographic posters and national flags serv-
ed to convert the rectangular room into a
miniature version of the United Nations. A
ontinuous. projector was arranged to show
a five minute ftlm on Turkey. Authentic
African costumes and artifacts hung from
the walls and a group of Indian students
wore traditional dress.
involved?
NEW SCHOOL. lOll SOCIAL 1lESFAIlCII: A uaMrsity wbicb includes the Adult
DiYiliiDJIfGmte t IWcaIty of fblitat ...·SociaI SeieDcdG_ u SChool • Me............
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, If you seek to diversify )'OUI" iDteresrs, or to
expand your career potential,·we offer moie than
it}? credit courses through The NeW School
Bulletin. Hyou waDt to concentrateandaccelerate









Over 35 dishes were prepared that ranged
from Asian chicken, Nigerian curry, and
fried wonton to pasta primavera, Brooklyn
deviled egg salad, stuffed mushrooms, and
Jamaican pea soup. The dessert list includ-
ed Kaymaldj (egg-white and marzipan
puff), Turkish baklava, and Hamen-
tashen (a tart-like jelly-filled
cookie).- A selection of more than 2S inter-
national wines from China, Japan.
Australia, Switzerland,- Eastern and
W~em Europe, Greece, Turkey and the
Umted States ',were available for tasting.
Sodas were also available for minors and
non-drinkers•.
PrePu'aiion' for the event included exten-
sive advertising, meticulous attention to
room set-up and thorough after-cleaning.
Both The TICker and WBMB radio an-
nounced the event. Two styles of flyers
were posted throughout the school, and
special invitations were band delivered to
vibrant," Jane Guardia, an upper senior
and an insurance major, said. Guardia went
on to say that "Baruch tends to be opposed
to students musically expressing themselves.
Often, all but one of the practice rooms
are locked. Baruch tends to lack artistic ex-
pression. I really enjoyed this program ana
hope there is more like it in the future."
The Aviva Players also perform work of
male composers,but at least half of the con-
cert was dedicated to the work of women
composers. A few men also belong to the
Aviva Players.
"Conductors are mostly men. Women in
the music industry still have to break
through barriers to get anywhere in the
music industry," said Mira J. Spektor,
founder and music director of the Aviva
Players,
All four members of the Aviva Players
possessed a high energetic level. Each added
life to each piece they played. The Aviva










he first day of spring was Thurs-
, day, March 20 in the evening.
What a coincidence it was that at
- 1 p.m, the Aviva Players perfor-
med in the Nallin RecitalHall, considering
Aviva means springtime.
The Aviva Players were founded ten
years ago, and they specialize in works of
female composers. Before each piece,
Dorothy Idenbaum, pianist, treasurer, and
associate director of the Aviva players, gave
a brief introduction..
The second piece performed, Ballade
Fantasque, was accompanied by the piano.
Howe was an American composer who
lived from 1882 until 1964. She
composed when her children were
grown. Her children accompanied her.
At the age of thirty, she began to compose
seriously.
"The .cellist performed with much ex-
pression, was full of life and was extremely
.M ore than 200 Baruch College
participants enjoyed an assort-
ment of international foods
. and wines at -the 1986 Inter-
national Food Fair held March 27th from 1
- 2:30 p.m, at the 24th Street Faculty
Lounge. Sponsored by five student
. organizations, the event was widely attend-
ed by faculty, administrators, student ac-
tivities staff, the Dean of Students office,
graduate and undergraduate
students-and in some cases members of
their family.
The event was hosted by the Foreign
Trade Society, the African Students
Association, the Indian International Club,
the Southeast Asian Students Association




He continued by counting to ten. "Every
number is a step into a deeper and more
profound sleep." He counted
1...2...3...4 ...every fiber of your body is
loose and relaxed...5...6...7...youfeel like
you are sinking down to the center of the
earth ...8...9...from now on the word
"sleep" is your cue or trigger to which your
body and mind will instantly respond... 10.
The induction was complete. The par-
ticipants were in a trance.
He tested the participants by rotating
their arms forward and backward. He
~~fSORa HUlRber and told tkelR·· .
that they were at a horse race. As-soon as-
the whistle was blown, each person cheered
for their horse as if they were actually at a
race.
Weber commanded one girl to think she
was: "Pac Man," another to believe her
name was ShreddedWheat, and another to
forget the number seven.
The show was sponsored by the Student
Center Program Board (SCPB). Students
directly involved were Karen Joyner ~ Cheryl
Hilton, and Haniff Toussaint. SCPB
is responsible for organizing dif-
ferent shows around the school, such as the
Coffee House Concerts, Comedy Hour,
The Fashion Show and The Talent Show..
The last command that Weber gave the
participants was to return to their seats and
upon hearing him say his name they were to
yell ,"Sock it to me Ken." and passionately
kiss whoever was seated next to them. This
was exactly what they did. It was perfectly
crafted and proved to be a spectacular per-
formance.
Weber has marketed "The Ken Weber
Hypnosis Tapes" which sell for S9.9S each.
The tapes help people stop smoking, lose
weight, improve memory and concentration·
and hypnotize themselves.
"Showtime," said the thin, curly-haired
hypnotist. He began with a card trick and
moved on to the induction of hypnosis. He
said, "There is nothing mystical or magical
about hypnosis." The art of hypnosis is
simply ~~ntense relaxation.•. I am your
guide.' ,
A deafening silence covered the audience.
The quietude was broken by the words ut-
tered by Weber: "Close your eyes and think
about your feet, heavy in your shoes: Let
the relaxation spread upward, from knees
to hips. Feel your muscles hanging on the
bones, let legs and hands become limp. You
can actually feel the blood go to your veins
and arteries. You have a wonderful sense of
peacefulness. Let your head go forward a
little bit. Every muscle- in your body is
heavy, limp and relaxed."
The students awoke from the trance,
after being on the stage for an hour and a
half, which they said felt like twenty
minutes. Some were a little nauseous, but
most were dizzy. He said that this was to be
expected.
The biggest question that most people
had about hypnosis was what would hap-
pen to the person in a trance i~ s(,&lrething
had happened to the -hyJ)notist? "They
would realize that there were no more
orders, and would awake,' said Weber.The
idea that someone would not come out of
hypnosis is a myth.
The reaction of the students to the per-
formance was a great display of school
spirit. The next time-Ken Weber 'hypnotizes
at Baruch, make sure you are there. On
stage or in the audience you are guaranteed
a wQgcJ~f~l.ex~rj~qc~~ _ _ . . __ __ _ _
"Every number is a







e 1988 AdolPh~ ComcwlY. Golden. CoIcndo 80401
BrewM of FIne0uIMy 9Iers s.nc:e 1813
I t's our wayofsaying th~k youto America's veterans, with
the Coors Veterans' Memorial
ScholarshipFund.
11 you're the son or daughter
of an honorably-discharged
Americanveteran.youcanqualify
fora~ __ schol¥SB!P_ .
• Lastyear. Coors
awarded 114 scholarships,totalling
more than $500,000, to students
from 49 states and Puerto Rico.
To beeligible for this year's
awards, you mustsubmit your
application byJuly 1,1986. You
also need to meet the following
requirements: Be underage 22
and enrolled ina full-time
institution which is accredited
by one of six regional accrediting
associations. • Have a college
grade-point average of2.75 or
better(on a 4.0scale). •Be at least
a first-year studentin a four-year
baccalaureateprogram, or in
an accredited two-year program
which leads to transfer to four-
yearinstitutions·orwe-year
programs are acceptable, but
awards will not be extended for
the extra year ofstudy, nor will
awards be applicable tograduate
studies).
If you havea parent who
helpedAmerica through itsdifficult
times, we want to help you




Write: COOrs Veterans' Memorial
ScholarshipFund, P.O. Box 7529.




hOse people who had participated
on stage had been hypnotized.
The people in the audience had
been mesmerized.Those who did
not attend missed an amazing and enter-
taining experience.
Ken· Weber, Playboy Magazine's enter-
tainer of the year, introduced students to
the art of hypnosis on Thursday, March 20,
during club hours. The performance, which
took place in Room 4 North of the 23rd
Street building, held viewers riveted to' their
seats even after club hours ended and
classes began.
Ken Weber, 38, has been performing for
12 years and has visited over 500 colleges
throughout the country. He is certified in
clinical hypnosis by UCLA Medical School.
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with the University and they have a tennis
tournament where all of the analysts play
every year. I've never won the
tournament. "
The book, which is filled with a lot of
nutty stories, has been well received by his
colleagues, who felt that he took a serious
topic and treated it in a satirical way, while
at the same time treated Freud with respect.
Saretsky said the book is selling particularly
well among the college crowd.
Saretsky has also written serious books
and articles but feels that his next book will
be another humorous one. He figured, why
not stick with a good thing.
Chemical Bank also spoke to CQMS, but
were sponsored by the job placement of-
fice.
Last semester the club had 10 members at
their end-of-semester party.The 70 member
attendance at the awards ceremony was a
remarkable improvement, and a better
turnout for this end-of-semester party is ex-
pected. A white water rafting trip is also
planned for April 27•
There are three goals that CQMS wants
to achieve: they want students to socialize
with each other because they can
learn from each other; a better relationship
between students and faculty; and
enhancing the awareness of computer infor-
mation systems majors to career oppor-
tunities and changes occurring in the com-
puter field.
\ • ., ... '. .. ... • ~-.' ' ••. f
There is, however, a dcrmite problem
with the club. The problem' is with the
members and not the officers. Zafiris wants
people who are wilIina to participate,'rather
than trancnslrentmem~ 'Ybo .just want to
put CQMS on their resume. They
want a club, and Dot an organization of
strangers who only exist on paper. .
The officers of the CQMS wpt the club
to be a vital factor in evolvinl the CIS ma-
jor aDd enbaodDa the quality of edueatioll
in the CIS department. HopefuDy. this can
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the matter is that a lot of truths can be con-
ce-ived from kidding around."
Last August, to commemorate his book,
the First Annual Sigmund Freud Tennis
Tournament was held at the Midtown Ten-
nis Club. Sixteen analysts played in the
tournament and had their behavior inter-
preted by Saretsky as they played. Saretsky
is quite a tennis fanatic and said that, like
Freud, if he didn't have other respon-
sibilities he could have become a better ten-
nis player. Saretsky added the interesting
fact that "Adelphi University is one of the
few places in the United States where they
have an analytic institute that is affiliated
By ARTHUR KEATING
CIS Majors Be Aware
n March 8, in the Globus
Lounge at 360 Park Ave.
South, 70 people attended the
awards ceremony for the win-
ners of the Computer Programming Con-
test. Dr. Rabinowitz, chairman of the
statistics/computer information systems
department handed out plaques to first, se-
cond and third place finishers. There were
11 teams in competition. The contest was
sponsored by the Computer and Quan-
titative Methods Society (CQMS).
CQMS is a different organization since
last semester, as the club is under new
management. George S. Zafiris was elected
president of the CQMS OD February 27 of
this year. He plans to have a well organized
club. He said, "We are looking for students
who want to participate." CQMS bas 100
members enrolled, but only 30 who actively
participate in club functions, according to
zaftris.
CQMS offers tutoring, seminars and
social aCtivities. They have tutoring Mon-
day throuab Friday, WIth varying hours.
Students interested should inquire in Room
44S. Monday throuah Thursday, 11 a.m. to
6 p.m. Frequent seminan are held involving
job placement and topics OD computer
fteIds. 1bis semester's 'speakers were Itay-
IDODd E. Keefe ·from IBM.' DIMd ZeDa
from ZeIIa-. Commonic:ations. 8Dd Nelson
Ducbess -from ATti. OI....n- aDd'
A... pIIoto of Frnd at mtdcoert, preparhla f. die ......0KIa sIIot dIat ...... to be tile "roIlIeSt
stroke In his repertoire.
o
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cupied Austria, in 1938. They only surfaced
after the war and were put in a secret vault
in the Library of Congress and they were
supposed to be released sometime in the
year 2000."
However, through the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act, Saretsky got the Library of
Congress to release the lost, suppressed
Freudian documents to him. "So what I've
done in this book is I've translated them
from the Original German and I've inter-
preted Freud's work and brought it up to
date so the modern everyday reader could
absorb and understand it."
The book is sold as a humorous book
with its greatest appeal to those who are
either interested in Freud or tennis or both.
"I've taken Freud's real collected 'works
and given it an inventive twist." With
Saretsky's own interest .in tennis and his
knowledge of psychoanalysis he was able to
give Freud's serious subject matter a
creative, humorous .slant.
There is a possibility that the book may
be made into a movie, starring Alan Arkin,
who has been said to resemble Freud. The
screenplay is presently under consideration
and would involve Freud's secret tennis
neurotic institute, based 30 miles outside of
Vienna. .
What intrigued Saretsky was that "sex
isn't the only metaphor that somebody
could use to understand life. A lot of dif-
ferent symbols or meanings could be in-
jected to understand people." He added
that even though his book tends to lean
toward the humorous side, "the truth of
t •
f
Kirschner plans to have 12 to JS rap ses-
sions this year. ~~r each session the host is
allacated...S7. _to .CQverexpenses for food..
Sometimes this doesn't cover the host's ex-
penses, especially when the groups exceed
the usual number of 10-15 people or when
the host gets creative in preparing food.
Some hosts have their affairs catered but
some decide to whip up something special.
Josh Stulberg greeted his group last year
with a beef bourguignon dinner.
For this year's raps, Kirschner has
already lined up Edwin Eames of tile an-
thropology department, and Larry Adams
of the political science department. Some
of the possible topics include U American
Politics Today," "The Value of Liberal
Arts " and "The Changing Structure of
Corporate America and the Fit or Lack of
Fit of Liberal Arts and Business School
Graduates."
Kirschner enjoys administering the pro-
gram but admits it's not always a piece of
cake, "There are difficulties logistically,"
stated Kirschner. HI try to provide a list of
names of people who are attending to the
hosts and students attending." Kirschner
also tries to make sure that the people par-
ticipating have proper directions and the
correct date and time of the raps. Kirschner
laments, however, that things don't always
go as planned. "A student showed up the
night before and the teacher came out in his
pajamas." Obviously the student had been
misinformed about the date of his par-
ticularrap session. This, according to
Kirschner, didn't deter the student one bit ..
''The student still expected to be served din-
ner," he said.
Kirschner is hoping that this year's rap
sessions are successful and he feels that the
only way they can be a success is if students
get involved. He urges all students. in-
. terested to contact him by phone. at
725-3347, or drop in his off"1Ce in 360
Park Avenue South, Room 1739.
If all the pieees come together.
Kirschner hopes that a newand better reIa...
tionship can be forged between students,
faculty and aIumDi.· . · . , · - ".; ., ..
Tennis Vs. Sex
April 15, 1916 .
By KAREN SHARKEY" S ex is good but tennis
. lasts longer," is the con-
clusion drawn by
psychoanalyst TheodoF
Saretsky, PhD, based upon Sigmund
Freud's Tennis Instinct Theory. and is the
soul of his best-selling book, "Sex as a
Sublimation for Tennis (From the Secret
Writings. of Freud)... .
Ted Saretsky graduated from City Col-
lege in 1953 as a psychology major, went on
to get his Masters Degree from City Col-
lege, his PhD at NYU, and is presently a
training analyst and clinical professor at the
Post Doctoral Institute at Adelphi Universi..
ty. Saretsky is nationally known as a Freu-
o dian scholar.
"Freud realized early in his career that
his sexual theories were hollow and super-.
ficial and very secondary to the great big
tennis urge," said Saretsky. "Freud felt
that sex was like a tribal neurosis and that
for lack of anything else to do people had
sex, but that tennis had a life of its own. It
bad qualities to it that sex can't possibly
possess."
Saretsky explained that Freud wrote a
series of papers, but he was very'concerned
that if he published ""these during his'
lifetime, he would be exposing his
fragile tennis theory to ridicule and abuse.
He kept putting it off, hoping the time
would be right. "Unfortunately," Saretsky
said, "his papers were lost during the
catastrophe of WWII, when the Nazis oc-
Students Rap With Faculty
By MICHAEL LASHINSKY
~.)i~~Bani~h~5iUdeniS-·ihmk-. of
their relationships with the col-
lege's faculty,. they don't
always conjure up positive
images. However, there has been an at-
tempt over the past four years to break
down some of the barriers that exist bet-
ween students and faculty members. The
vehicle being utilized to accomplish these
goals is the Spring Rap Sessions.
Spring Raps have nothing to do with the
Fat Boys or Run DMC. What they are, ac-
cording to Dr. Carl Kirschner, the'coor-
dinator of the program, is "an attempt to
create an informal atmosphere and give and
take among students, faculty and alumni."
In these rap sessions, students, faculty and
alumni meet in the apartment or house of a
faculty member or alumnus. Previous sites
have ranged from a Manhattan penthouse
to a white picket fence house in Queens. At
these sessions the host provides dinner, and
the group discusses certain topics or issues.
Kirschner commented that "it's supposed
to be fun and stimulating. You hit issues of
common concern to the entire
community."
The Rap Sessions were initiated four
years ago '.'in order to have people see each
other outside the academic environment,"
said Kirschner. "There are no limitations
on the topics to be discussed, and you have
students from different levels (freshman,
seniors, grflC:iuate students, undergraduates,
liberal arts students and business students)
interacting,''' added· Kirschner.
In the past, topics have included "Sur-
vival At Baruch," "Business and
Morality," "Career Objectives'" and
"Liberal Arts in a Business College." Past
hosts have been RiChard VI8DO of the music
department, Rmdolph Trumbach .or the
history ,department. and Josh StuIberg of
the management department. According to
IGnchner the facultY members and students
who bave participated enjoyed it. "They
loved it, universally," said Kirschner.
Working OD a· biJltset or' Sl,200,
April 1~, UI6
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because they 'don't like what's going on.'
He said that private companies are even
harder to cover and "the degree of loyalty
that an individual has to a corporation is
usually a great deal higher. Very rarely do
you see any confidential corporate
documents getting leaked to the press.
Business is far more difficult to cover, in-
formation is much harder to come by and
corporations are extremely good in keeping
information confidential."
"Another reason (for timidity) is that the
business press, like most journalism, is beat
oriented" and this Creates a source pro-
blem. He said you will have a source pro-
blem if you make enemies by writing a
negative story. "However/' he said, "'fre-
quently journalists exaggerate the extent to
which the source problem is indeed a pro-
blem. A lot of times companies will not har-
bor a grudge if a story was critical, as long
as it was fair and accurate." .
A big problem is that "some business
journalists and editors don't really feel it's
their business to treat business negatively.
They feel really part of their industry,
especially on trade magazines. They feel it's
their job to help their industry. Even
though the particular company that the ar-
ticle is being written about 'might not like
the attention, it makes the magazine much
more valuable to the industry."
A major reason for timidity is that
"business has the ability to retaliate much
more effectively than corporations do. The
major way of retaIiatingis withdrawal of
advertising. " The fear of retaliation by a
magazine or newspaper is sometimes an
even greater factor. Welles used a personal
example to point this out. Life Magazine
killed an article he was writing about the oil
industry because they thought that they
would lose too much advertising. Welles
ran the story in Harpers Magazine anyway
and was consequently fired because of it.
Welles said this fear of retaliation is the
.root of .··m u'ch 0 businesS-pr~' ifmIciity.··
After graduating Baruch he will have the
choice of a job in either music or computer
information systems. "The real world is
computer-oriented. My practical side says
there is a position waiting (in computers)."
His other choice is to go to the CUNY
graduate school to achieve a fellowship in
jazz composition for a doctorate.
"One has to decide what truly makes
someone happy. Practicality sometimes
makes happiness. It is O.K. to have a little
doubt...as long as you hear the voice telling
you to keep going, each time it narrows
down the odds."
"My musical tastes are
widespread•••..
I am influenced by
Mozart to the Sex Pistols"
Having devoted most of his time to hie
music, whether it be classical or rock, now
it is time for Brett to catch up with his other
courses. He has no regrets though,
uEverything has a time, some things you do
now or it will be too late.'; Although music
takes up most of his time, he also enjoys
photography and working out. He has a
tense schedule. "My creativity has suffered
at times."
Music has influenced the way he lives.
"Rhythm is everything, the way we walk.--
talk, get dressed." On an abstract level,
"when the rhythm gets messed up wars
happen, etc." When he first became in-
terested in music he ~ecided that he wanted
to get good at it, and through perserverance
he got there. Ulf you give something your




good reason. Libel suits have had a "chill-
ing effect" on the business press and have
put a few newspapers out of business.
"Lawyers are involved in the editorial pro-
cess much more than they used to be," he
said. "Every story that I've written over the
last several years that had any kind of sen-
sitive nature at all was read by lawyers." He
said sometimes these lawyers may just
change a word, but it does make "everyone
a little more cautious."
Much more central to the problem is that
"business is inherently harder to cover than
most other fields" because it is very dif-
ficult to get information on companies. He
said that most reporting of government and
politics is essentially reporting of public in-
stitutions, which are easier to cover than
business organizations because they
generally have an obligation to serve the
public. "Public organizations are comprised
of individuals who, while loyal to that
organization, are alsowillingto 0 speak up
classical, the second is pop music and the
third is jazz, which he calls Rhapsody in
Green (because his last name is Green).
The players of "Trio Number: One'
were three instructors at Baruch. Professor
Peter J. Rosenfeld, adjunct lecturer in
music, played the cello. Dr. David Olan;
chairman of the music department and
assistant professor, played the clarinette.
Dr: Dian, who has performed at Lincoln
Center, said "It is a well written piece and
we enjoyed playing it. We rehearsed a cou-
ple of times and worked with him." Dr.
Francis P. Brancaleone, teacher of music
theory and nicknamed Dr. B, played
the piano.
Brett also belongs to a three piece rock
band called "Sudden Exposure" which
plays all original songs. He sings, plays
the piano and guitar. Richie Davis plays the
drums, and Willie Lester plays bass. They
practice in Davis' multi-track studio at his
house in Brooklyn,
Brett has played in places such as the Red
Parrott Doctor B'st and Great
Gildersleeves, with previous bands.
Groups and composers that he enjoys
listening to include The Police, Elvis
Costello, The Beatles, Bob Dylan, Stravin-
sky and Mozart. "Every music has some-
thing, you just have to look for it." He en-
joys going against trends. He said, "I care
. to dare," or as they say in statistics, '''to be
a standard deviation of the normal popula-
tion. To be a really successful artist you
must be the trend. I don't want to follow
trends, I want to set them."
Brett is avery goal oriented person. He
works for a courier during the week and for
a valet on weekends, delivering food for a
catering hall. He ran the New York City
marathon twice and finished both times.
"I've worked hard for what I've got. You
perceive something, believe in it and you




Investigative Reporter Chris Welles
1IfW.....•......." '.
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Reasoning Behind Tinlldity of Press
is-wait till I do a story on it and I'll tell
you. I think most journalists are in that
category. So, the notion of journalists as
radicals is wrong." He said there are some
exceptions on such publications as the
Vitlaee Voice or Mother Jones where the
journalists tend to be much more radical.
The author of several books and a former
teacher at the Columbia School of Jour-
nalism said, "There are far too many
favorable stories and a woefully insufficient
number of stories that really raise questions
about corporate behavior that are not being
covered." He thinks that busi-
ness deserves the same kind of scrutiny
that we give government agencies, school
boards, mayors, churches and a lot of other
major institutions in our society.
Although Welles believes that the
business press is far better than it's ever
been.he feels that it could be better and that
i 't i~.· - 'stillfar too timidL perhaps With
"To show my eclectic tastes, I am not
limited to one form of music." This has in-
fluenced the way Brett writes music. "M}
musical tastes are widespread ...1 am in-
fluenced by Mozart to the Sex Pistols."
Brett Green, 24, has been living in
Manhattan for one and a half years and is a
senior at Baruch. He has a double major,
music composition and computer infor-
mation systems. He has been studying
mUSI\. tor two and a half years, and "Trio
Number: One" is his second work. His first
work was called "Modern Civilized Age"
and was a duet for the violin and cello.
"Trio Number: One" was presented on
Wednesday, March 26, in the Nallin Recital
Hall. He described it as " three short songs,
each movement exemp1ifying a different




hris Welles, senior writer for
. Business Wee£:- , answered
. "Yes" to the question "Is the
Business Press Timid?" and
. gave many reasons to support his argument
at The Philip Morris Business Journalism
Lecture Series. .
On Thursday, March 27, in the Ad-
ministrative Center Lounge, Welles spoke
candidly to his audience of faculty, students
and administrators, and left nothing to be
desired. His stories, as Professor Roslyn
Bernstein pointed out in an introduction,
provided an in-depth look at marketing
strategies, consumer behavior and changing
technology. Before becoming senior writer
at Business Week in February of this year,
he was a staff writer for three years for the
Los Angeles Times, specializing in business
and finance.
Before giving his reasons for the business
press' timidity, he mentioned some of the
major misconceptions about reporters. He
said, "The typical business reporter, ac-
cording to corporate executives, is anything
but timid. They think of them as radicals
who detest business and people who make
money and are basically on a crusade to tear
down a capitalistic system, bring the For-
tune 500 to their knees and reduce million
dollar corporate executives to babies." He
disagreed with this conception of a reporter
and said, "There are very small numbers of
real investigative pieces where the reporter
is out to get someone."
Welles, whose professional career began
in 1962 as a reporter for Life Magazine,
said, "What you will not see, very often, is
very many articles where the reporter ac-
tually goes out and gets the story on a com-
pany and really reports the fact that it is
badly managed or really criticizes the ethics
and practices of business." When pressed
in business surveys, he said, most executives
do not have a lot to complain about, as far
as business reporters are concerned.
UI find that most journalists tend not to
have such a wide range of ideological pre-
dispositions and tend to be relatively non-
judgemental, for instance, wherrsomeone
asks my opinion on something my answer
By JOHN GRECO
A Composer' of Even COlllposure·
T
he Nallin Recital Hall, Room
1220 in the 23rd Street building,
was empty except for the com-
poser, the three band members
and myself. The room was dimly lit except
for the stage where they performed. I sat,
never uttering a word, listening to the men
practicing. Looking very closely I could
almost see the amount of work and deter-
mination that was attributed to making
"Trio Number: One" a success.
But the success of "Trio Number: One"
belongs to the composer. Brett Green. The
composition look him two years to create.
It is a combination of classical, pop and
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Musical Talent Students Mean Business
students are "overwhelmingly in favor' of
the lab," and ESL teachers "seem to really
like it and want to bring their classes here."
In addition, out of approximately 1SO
students who filled out a questionnaire, on-
ly one felt that the lab had not improved his
English. Indeed, 70 percent of all students
using the ESL lab passed the frrst
semester of the two-semester ESL course;
only S6 percent of those students DOt using
the lab passed. The first group of students
to use the lab and retake the WATS test will
be doing so this semester and Daglish is
awaiting these results.
In the meantime, he is continuing to
refine those "bizarre" sentences and create
even more programs for ESL students. "On
my lousy days," he said, "I'll walk home
and I'll think 'Oh Jes-what am I doing? is
this right?' But then I think it's right. I
have to admit I enjoy these things and I
think they're fun. " Although Professor
Dalgish's knowledge and enthusiasm have
managed to remove the quizzical expression
from my face, I'd still like to find a hair-
dresser who handles a lug wrench as well as
a blowdryer.
-you can ooy everytfiiiigTroiJinew
spectacles to some pretty spectac-
ularclothing. The latest in audio
equipment' and the latest albums.
The Card is theperfect way to pay
for justabout anything you'll want
during college.
Howto get the Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe that college is the first
sign of success. we've made it easier for you
to getme American Express Carel. Graduating
students am get the Card as soon as they
accept a 110.000 career-oriented job. If you're
not graduating this semester, you can apply
for a special sponsored Card, Look for
student applications on campus. Orcall
I-8oo-THE- CARD, and tell them you want
a student application.
The American Express Carel.
Don't leave school without it~
be restricted in their use with certain subjects
and objects. "The boy ate the desk next
week" is an impossible combination within
the parameters of the software.
Baruch's ESL lab, located in Room 1103
of 17 Lexington Ave., consists of 17 Apple
lIe terminals and is now staffed by a full-
time lab coordinator, R.oberta Lynch, and
part time work study students. The lab is
one of the fi"St operating ESL labs
and, in Dalgish's opinion, one of
the best. "It has become almost
the model for other places," and
many people from other colleges come to
visit Baruch's lab before starting their own.
Dalgish's software is also attracting much at-
tention in the educational community.
Recently he was asked to speak at educa-
tional conferences in California and Israel.
Each time he returns, he has a new list of
people who want to receive copies of his
software and any information he can provide
on setting up an ESL lab.
Dalgish's obvious enthusiasm is sup-
ported by Roberta Lynch's observation of
student users. According to Lynch,
quest it. "The publishers hate this, n he said
of the randomicity, "but the educators love
it becauseit generates a lot of fruitful discus-
sion. Students start thinkina about what
could it mean-what's the context-and
when they do that they're manipulating
language.•.and that's bound to be good."
"Ms. Smith is a man,'" a sentence that
generated a discussion on sex change opera-
tions, Dalgisb maintains, is more advan-
tageous to College students 'studying EngHsh
than "John and Mary walked down the
street." "I believe it lets them grow in the
sense that they aren't spoon-fed simple-
minded sentences, n he said. -
Crucial to the concept of CAl with ran-
domicity is Dalgish's idea that these
sentences are not designed to teach the stu-
dent grammatical theory and rules; the
sentences are meant to be exercises, for prac-
tice purposes only. "This is why I think that
computers will never replace the teacher,"
Dalgish said. He also noted that
the sentences are never"ungramm a -
tical-never totally bizarre." His sub-
categorimtions mandate that certain verbs '
:.. ". .~.;; .'
Professor Dalgish is Baruch's English as
a Second Language supervisor. When
he entered this position, in 1982,
his first project was to conduct a
computer-based investigation of Writing
Assessment Test failures. A line-by-line
review of aD student mistakes, analyzed by
the student's primary language, provided
Dalgish with leading error types that needed
to be addressed.
Once Dalgish completed this computer
generated research, he became convinced
that the planned ESL lab should be one
dedicated to Computer Assisted Instruction
(CAl). He drew up a proposal and submit-
ted it to the college for consideration. When
a surplus of funds was found in the 1983-84
budget, DaIgish's project was one of a
number competing for financing•.Accor-
ding to Dalgish, the lab "proved to be
one of the worthiest" and so was granted
approximately $55.000 in start-up funds.
Professor Dalgish's interest in CAl goes
back to his days at the University of Illinois
where he completed his doctorate in
African linguistics. After teaching in Africa
for two years. he returned to the University
to develop Swahili language lessons on a
computer system.
"- AccoiCliDarto Dalsish,-~advaatages-m­
CAl over textboo1c learning are visual
stimulation, immediate feedback and,
with good software, an available ex-
planation of where the student's
errors are and why they are errors. In a
report published in September of 1984,
Dalgish considered the question of good
software. Referring to those available on
the market as "bookish and boring" in the
report, he explained,"Most software around
today is still very bookish in the sense that a
textbook will offer exercises one through
20; the software will offer exercises one
through 20. The student can only go back
and repeat these same exercises." Convinced
that software should offer advantages that
textbook instruction cannot, Dalgish focus-
ed on writing his own programs.
"I'm sure there was (an) underdog in the
room. (The) underdog must have taken my
radio," said Professor Gerard Dalgish's
computer terminal. "This stuff may be
weird," was Dalgish's response to the quiz-
zical expression on my face, "but it
generates a lot of good and fruitful discus-
sion." This is tile English language he is
teaching? The quizzical expression remains
in place.
"My software makes up sentences.
Creates them every time, a brand new
sentence. No two sentences are ever the
same." Thus, ESL students, each time they
enter the lab, are faced with new exercises to
consider. Professor DaJgish provides the
computer with lists of DOUDS, verbs and air
jects, and the computer randomly matches
these pieces up to make sentences. "Ran-
domicity," he said, uis so important to
avoid that very problem of a textbook on the
screen. I never know what's going to




"Whiu was the name of (the) hairdressa'
who fixed your car?askedDaJgish's terminal.
III guess they are-bizarre," headmitted;lIbut I
stiD maintain that it makes sense-you can't
deny it-you can think of a context and as
long as you can you're manipulating
Ianguage.I won't budge on this. It's a lood
influeDce." AccordiDa to Dalgish, sentences
that aren't blatently simple, force students to
use their dictionaries and their creative
capacities to consider the possible contexts.
It encouraaes interaction both between
students and between student and teacba'.
Dalgish's ~ftware, which is the only soft-
ware- to eptpIoy tIUs randomicity fuDction in
, grammatical instruction, has not been ac-
cepted by a publisher yet,'but be provides it
free of~ now to thOse teKberS~,~
With two other committees, the social, in
charge of party planning and promotions,
and the speaker, which plans guest ap-
pearances, Dushaj explained that YES "is
not segregated, everyone is involved in the
committees. "
Two of YES's cabinet members are put-
ting the word entrepr-eneur to use. Murray
is head of his own party promotions
business called Mart·kins Promotion. He
arranges the music, food, and decorations.
His last party was held at the Waldorf, in
September, entitled, "One Last Summer
Bash." Because of school, Murray only
works at his business during the summer
break. Valdes is in the process of getting his
venture off the ground: Image Magazine
for men.
Valdes an advertising major, had the idea
last summer of a magazine with different
sections of fashion wear: business. formal
and seasonal. With on-location
.photography, Image is out to compete with
GQ. "They have had a very relaxed at-
mosphere lately, this will get them on the
ball." .
Valdes.started with a book he found in the
library titled The Magazine, everything you
need to know to make it in the magazine
business, by Leonard Mogel. It was there he
found Zuks, a financer of entrepreneurial
ideas. Valdes contacted him and found an
interested Zuks wanted 70 percent of the
business; Valdes wasn't too thrilled with
the figure. "I'm waiting to see if I can get
more ownership for the same capital," said
Valdes. "I need S4OO,OOO."
Currently, Valdes is developing a com-
position of the magazine, in order to show
potential investors an idea of the layout and
content. He just finished a shoot at the
South Street Seaport, at his own expense,
with Baruch students Omar Giordani, Lisa
Vega and Marty Murray as models. "I want
to show them thisIS not a whimsiCal thIng,"
Valdes added. "Any interested parties
should contact me at the club. There will be
a discount in the amount for Baruch
students. " The tentative date of release is
September 1986.
With an impressive pool of talent, YES is
a club with real push. "Climbing the cor-
porate ladder is too long,'" according to
club member Marlena Hasday. Another
member, Suzanne Bassi, said "This is a
very good club to get involved in. We learn
what to expect when we get out in the
business field. How stocks, bonds, financ-
ing works. How to succeed successfully,
because we're future entrepreneurs !"
By TEDDI SCROFANI
ove over Donald Trump. A
fresh young group of college
students refusing the
methodical climb up the cor-
porate ladder are currently in the breeding.
In numbers totalling close to 30, the Young
Entrepreneur Society (YES) of Baruch Col-
lege holds the key.
Marty Murray, Jose Valdes, Lula Dushaj
and Chris Pia's brainstorm one fall after-
noon during lunch at Beefburger Fair, has
given enterprising Baruch students an op-
portunity to nurture their dreams.
"We knew we were interested in the
markets, stocks, etc.," said Chris, treasurer
of the club. Although stocks were their first
idea, it was decided that YES would ex-
amine every aspect of business in order to
acquire a broader appeal among students,
and expose the individual to a wider range
of knowledge. "That's why our club will
succeed," said Lula, secretary. "We
generalize the different areas of business."
YES began operating this spring semester.
Olga Figureroa, a Baruch alumna, spoke
recently on different methods of financing
real estate investments. Upcoming speakers
are John Mladnich, President Marty Mur-
ray's uncle, who 'is credited for the inven-
tion of styrofoam, and owns his own
plastics company with the account of ma-
jor toy manufacturer MatteI. He will speak
about going from working in a corporation
to owning a business. Chris Pia's father,
Louis Pia, first vice president of Shearson
and Lehman Brothers, will speak on com-
modities and futures. The banking industry
will be explored with Paul Gould of the
Kresch and Co. Banking finn of Madison
Avenue. The subject: How to Finance En-
trepreneur Ideas.
Besides planning speakers, YES offers a
stoek eommittee, headed by Chris Pia, who
receives stock lists from his father, picks the
active ones, and distributes them among
, club members to observe. At the end of the
-~ month the best buys are calculated.
Murray's plans for YES go beyond the
walls of Baruch College. "I'd like to see us
get together with other business oriented
schools in the City. Like a convention." A
journal committee is also set up to record
all the goings on of the club, with future ex-
pectations. "If we get a bit famous, we'd
like to have this published," said Murray.
Jose Valdes added, "Famous in the sense
that you would associate YES with Baruch
College. Think of Baruch College, think of
YES."
Paris during July. Jamison discovered Den-
nis Delbene, sophomore, in a practice room
at Baruch College. Delbene had never per-
formed before, and was rather apprehen-
sive about performing. "Arthur forced me
to perform. Performing gave my con-
fidence a real boost. Even though Arthur
forced me, I thank him," said Delbene.
"If you don't .put belief in yourself,
where is it going to come from? It's got to
come from your heart;" said Jamison.
Faculty also played a role in the Student
Concert either by accompanying or simply
- through coaching and giving encourage-
ment. David Olan, Peter Rosenfeld, and
Francis Brancaleone, all three members of
Baruch's faculty, performed "Trio
Number: One," which was composed by
student Brett Green.
"I had lots of coaching and support from
Professor Swartz. I want to thank her for
all her support and encoura gement," said
Leonard Golino.
The concert was an array of many dif-
ferent types of talent, all of which were
very good. It was enjoyed by all in atten-
dance.
The concert was an array of
many different types of talent,
all of which were very good.
By EVE-LYNN GULACHI
T
he Student Concert was held on
Wednesday, March 26th. Talent
~as certainly plentiful. For some
It was a new expenence to per-
form, for others it was routine.
"The performers poured their souls out.
They really got into the performance," said
Rosalie DiMarco, junior and accounting
major.
The concert contained many different
types of music, from the mellow, soft
sounds of Cordoba, on the guitars, to the
loud sounds of Nuclear Love, performed
on drums, bass and guitar with vocals.
"Imelda was very dramatic, and certainly
an asset to the show, " said Mildred







Arthur Jamison IS a music management
major. Jamison has performed many times
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Cmt./old by Eric Kun
IIIId Mark A. Peluso
The-s~'*s of--PbonathoR .'86 is also dtte-4&--meny-·peeple·whe
worked behind the scenes oil- the administration .. of this annual
event. Notably, every evening, a member of the Office of College
Relations staff helped with the work involved and provided much
support for the event. Particular thanks must go to Ms. Shirley
Curtis who arranged the meals for all twelve evenings. Each even-
ing's meal was accompanied by soda, juice and assorted cookies,
fruits and candy. Ms. Sheryl Miller was responsible for supplying
these important energy food items. Throughout the event, faculty,
staff, Baruch College Trustees, Officers of the Alumni Association




Although the true tally will not be known until all the pledges are in, ac-
cording to Rowland, "people are responding well."
Pledged figures:
24 2S 26 27
Feb. $9,396 $9,517 $10,552 $16,238
13- .. -- -.--..__....- __ ...4.._.. ___..__ .. ___ .. _.. ~..5_ ..._ 6•.. .. -
Mar. $15,906 . $13,815 $6,483 - $13,803
1
10 11 12 13
I $9,819 $6,355 $5,866 $3,080
SOME EXCUSES FOR NOT PLEDGING:
-I'm sorry, but I don't speak English.
-'I hate Baruch.
- You have a lot of guts calling me.
-Leave me alone.
-Don't you ever #¢9!*"'O#&' call me
ftJO*¢9#*¢f1Jo# again..
r;'~ ...




SOME PHONATHON '86 FACTS:
-A total of 70 people worked at the
Phonathon.
- The areas phoned ranged from Puerto
Rico to Hawaii.
-Over 30,000 alumni were called -some
who graduated as early as 1910.
-Last year, the Phonathon raised $120,000.
According. to Rowland, "We expect
Phonathon '86 to exceed this amount."
-Some single pledges were as high as
$1,200 and as low as $2.00.
-One Phonathoner tried to obtain a
pledge from the city morgue.
-One Phonathoner was asked out to din-
ner three times and was offered a job.
The purpose of the Baruch College Phonathon is to raise
money to support such school activities and programs as
scholarships, sporting events, exhibits, concerts and Dollars
and Sense. For twelve nights each year, Baruch students,
faculty, staff and alumni join forces to call on alumni to raise
pledges.
In addition to manning the 'Phones, there are several other
jobs performed including mailing out pledge cards, tallying
the incoming pledges and making provisions for dinner.
Besides raIsIns funds for the school, the Phonathon serves
as an opportunity for students and faculty to become ac-
quainted with each other ~d .to f~i!i~~e.. themselves .fur-
.. ther withBaruch . the ·Phonatbon IS considered a community
service and those who work at least eight nights receive $4.00
per hour. Above all, the Phonathon IS a lot of fun!
-Eric Kun
-... ' . ,.•~.4., ;. is "OX 5, "-\ .












Ofcourse, you may get into another
school, but why settle? Prepare for the
LSAJ: GMAT: GRE, MCAT or any grad
school entrance exam with the best test
prep organization- StanleyH. Kaplan.
. Forn~~9Y~~,~CiQIap's test-H. ... ...
·faKmgiechniques have prepared over 1
million students for admission and li-
censing tests ofall kinds. So call. Why.go
tojustanygrad school, when you can go
to the right one?
STANLfYH. KAPlAN EDUCA11Of'IAL~ 110.
TJ:1e worlds leading test-prep organization
CALL DAYS MNINGS AND WEEKENDS. WE ARE ENROWNG NOW!
MANHAnAN 212-977-8200
BROOKLYN 718-336.-5300 • QUEENS 718-261-9400
STATEN ISLAND 718-979-1122 • LONG ISLAND 516-·248-1134
WESTCHESTER 914-948-7801 •ROCKLAND 914-624-3530
OUTSIDE N:t STATE CAll TOLL FREE (800) 223-1782 FORINroR~noN
ABOUT OUR 120 aNTERS THROUGHOUT THE U.S. AND CANADA.
\,. t
.. #~ ••••• , •• - •
AprIl 15, ·1916
-. '. - .'
April 15, 1_
-K.L. Williams
what would New York be without Material
man Bill Laswell (co-producer) to keep the
beat steady. But I'm not very impressed;
to be frank, I'm pretty disappointed.
Over the years, Lydon has always come
across as a believable, albeit consistently
interesting, liar. Album, though, casts
him in a new light: the tired -social
commentator who'd like to be compensat-
ed for histroubJe. One exception: "Rise."
If not for the promise of this one cut, the
record, while still lacking in insight, would
.not be so disappointing. Let me explain.
In the midst of his now-trademark
snarling, "Rise" softens up and Lydon
almost croons, "I could be wrong/I could
be right." Is John Lydon, rock's leading.
purveyor of anarchic vehemence, in' a
contemplative mood? Doubting himself,
perhaps? This is easily one of the most
significant moments in rock history! It's
just too bad it had to come in the wake of
such an insipid record.
An affordable luxury rental in New York's most
preferred neighborhood, the Upper East Side.
Normandie Court-with outstanding amenities,
including spectacular rooftop Health Club & Pool.
We think if's The place for anybody who wants
the best of New York.
J .
f-Jt;I . . ..
f~ (> NORMANDIE COURT·





PIL - Album (ElektlalAsylum)
John Lydon is alive and well and living
in New York. If not, at least that's the
impression one gets from listening to his
new generic Album , The harsh,
aggressive squalls of New York street life
permeate the record. And, of course,
The Ticker
-Paul Finnelli
on the album are German, a language I am
not familiar with, which. means I can't say
much about them except they sound good.
As with any album with a strong beat it
makes for a great dance album. You can
Tango the night away with the third track
on side one or slow it down with "Jeanny"
a ballad on which I think Falco is at his
best.
This album has something for every
music fan: rock, dance, and Top 40 which
means it should remain on the charts for a
long time. I just hope he doesn't think he
can go on numbering his albums one by one
as they come out like Led Zeppelin.
which of course has that famed disco beat.
Besides that, there's Precious (heavy)
Metal. "Respect Yourself" and "Snap
Dance" (soul) and a band called the Red-
skins who try to imitate Elvis Costello and
sound like a dying cow in the process.
(Somebody put these imposters out of their
miseries now. )There is an exceptional jazz
piece at the end of side two which is very
soothing by Jeff Tyzik ,
Buy the 45 of the instrumental (it's called
"My Hearts Desire") and scrap the rest of
the album. Sounds like it took five minutes
to put together. as many of the songs con-
flier. I wish records could be yan ked from
the shelves if bad enough-just like movies.
-Paul Finnelli







Falco - Falco B (A & M Records)
Remember the hit "The Commissar"
done a couple of years ago by the band
After The Fire? Well,it was copped from an
underground hit ("Der Kommissar") by an
Austrian who called himself Falco. It turns
out he's still rockin', only now he's going
for "baroque."
Everybody knows about "Rock Me
Amadeus" so I won't get into it except to
say that itand "Vienna Calling" are the on-
ly hard driving works. The rest can be term-
ed as mellow to middle-of-the-road.There's
an interesting version of the Cars' "Look-
ing for Love." for which the lyrics are Ger-
man. Come to think of it most of the lyrics
Various Artists - Bad Guys Soundtrack
(Casablanca)
I'm not a realJy big fan of soundrracks
but here we go. "Bad Guys" was that
movie that was in the theaters about as long
as a 24-hour virus. Well there's a sound-
Track and unfortunately it's not much bet-
ter than the movie.
What we've got are~ht unknown artists
and two that are semi-known. You might
remember Robert John from "Sad Eyes"
and "The Lion Sleeps Tonight" and those
masters of medley known as Stars on 45
who,this time,give us one of the soul variety
... CAN WE TAI.K?
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limited plot, it takes on new dimension.
The= Characters fight bitterly for the truth
to be presented. Furniture must be iust so,
the lines must follow exactly as they were
spoken, they should, indeed, play·
themselves since the actors bear no
resemblance to the "real" Characters. The
actors and director respond with. "Fake it
for tonight." a sentiment which could stand
as Pirandello's existential comment on real
life and its relation to the theatrical process.
Drama takes what is real and "fakes it." re-
interprets it, creates an illusion of the reali-
ty. Yet we are all "Characters" in our own
lives, forced to play out our realities with no
hope of reinterpretation or the illusions of
the theatre for release.
Tossed about between these considera-
tions are Pirandellos remarks concerning
the business of the theatre. Coupled with
the devise of an open rehearsal for an unex-
pected audience. Pirandello's remarks shed
light on the frustrations of an author in
dealing with the physical expression of
words which he feels have- greater meaning
than can ever be presented on a stage.
The Cocteau Repertory, a group of
highly skilled professionals, deserves high
praise for the production of Six Characters.
The expansive group of I 1 actors and ac-
tresses, all of whom sometimes occupy the
stage at once, work marvelously well with
one another. In addition to Cook and
Craig. praised earlier. those who deserve
special note are Gretchen Kritch who main-
tains a strong. even characterization of the
Step-Daughter, a central rote. throughout
the show, and John Schmerling whose
seemingly effortless portrayal of the stage
manager. a relatively small role. makes the
character easily the most appealing, The
strength of the cast, combined with the'
originality of this production. makes the re-
mainder ;'r the Cocteau Repertory's '85-'86
season a most exciting prospect.
S.AT tJ R/),AV
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interpret these "intangible" emotions to
present "theatre" - a dry, still life recrea-
tion of that which is moving and powerful
in its original form.
The family story centers around a
father's whorehouse encounter with his il-
ligitimate step-daughter. Years ago, he
forced his wife to establish a new .life with
her lover: the daughter is one of three pro-
ducts of this illicit union.' As a piece of stage
play, the story is easily melodramatic. but
when presented as the fate of six'individuals
trapped forever within the confines of the
ANi')
The Ticker
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explains, this story is their. reality. They.
abandoned by their author after he created
them in his imagination, have no choice but
to continually live out the events that the
actors and director want to make into inter-
preted theatre. "It's our life," says the
Father. "That may be." the director quips,'
"but it won't play." Craig Smith, armed
with now barbarous, now befuddled lines,
provides a substantial amount of the comic
element as the director. While the
Characters offer intense. passion-filled




Due to an overzealous managing direc-
tor, a scheduled rehearsal of Pirandello's
Rules of the Game is now on view at the
Bouwerie Lane Theatre to 150 paying spec-
tators - an audience.
I n an effort to keep the customers happy,
the director proffers an invitation to watch
an "open rehearsal." 'The actors are mor-
tified - they have barely learned the 'lines
-t he director is disorganized and. the stage
manager starts improvising. The set is in
Brooklyn (The play doesn't really open till
next week, after alll), an actor was fired
just last night. the blocking has to be talked
through, and, into this confusion, which
would soon have even the most loyal
Cocteau Repertory subscriber screaming
for a refund, walk "The Characters."
This highly original approach to the stag-
ing of Luigi Pirandel1o's Six Characters in
Seart'h of An Author baffles, amuses and,
ultimately, stimulates the audience
member, .who is intrinsically tied into the
production. While Pirandello's play con-
sciously explores the relationship between
characters and actors, reality and illusion,
life and the nature of the theatrical process,
David Caldwell, who provided the adapta-
tion, and Director Daniel Irving. bring "the
audience" into this formula for considera-
tion. We are there by mistake on this night:
we are intruding into the creative process as
it unfolds. The Cocteau's production pro-
vides yet another layer of reality/illusion
confusion for the audience member to con-
sider. What role do we play in the process
of theatrical creation and production?
Immediately upon their entrance, the
Characters are given center stage. As the
Father. played brilliantly by Craig Cook,
The Coeteau Rep Welcomes the Uninvited Guests
8 PM\.
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- Steve 8aum
April 15, 1916
"Sixty-second street, and i/ looks like
Beirut
Like something you would see on a picture
lube
Cause' Nothing ever happens here in the
City of Love...
Mister let me tell ya (hal thefire's real in the
sky
And don't you know (his is still 1985"
It's great to know that an Australian
band of a non-political nature is aware of
the way Philadelphians'· civil-rights were
violated. and it makes you wonder where
our great American songwriters/politicians
are to comment on this matter
Overall, however, I would advise you. if
you want to experiment with funk. wait un-
til "City of Soul" becomes a single. and
meanwhile. keep buying domestic.
the movie does not really go into the con-
flict between Henry and Ruth, his wife,
\'tIlen she finds out about the affair. Ruth is
'obviously "hUft;bliriristead of"getting into
quarrels she uses the time-tested Jewish
grandmother guilt trip, at one point saying
that if he was going to have an affair, he
should "for god's sake be a man and tell
the truth."
The promise of some conflict in the story
comes when Gussie and Henry uncover the
unscrupulous tactics of Assateague Island
developers who are contaminating the
ponies to pave the way for condominium
construction. But the conflict is short lived.
Gussie, we learn, is the kind of person
who wants to have her cake and eat it too.
She did have a chance to marry Henry once,
but opted for- travel and a career. Apparent-
Iy, she's had enough of that now and wants
to settle down and have a family. She is able
to get Henry an assignment to write a story
for a New York magazine to go with the
photos she is shooting on children and war.
The saving grace of the movie is what
happens at the end, which of course would
be unfair of me to divulge. Spacek's acting
is flawless, but there are times that -the
screenplay does not take advantage of
Kline's talent and there are many times
when he is left standing with his hands in his
pockets.
EUROGLIDERS - Absolutely (Columbia
Rerords)
With the recent success of INXS and
Eurogliders, it seems that Aussies are get-
ting funky in the land down under.
Just like heavy metal captured
Australia's fancy from J979-1981, and reg-
gae from 1982-1984, funk is king in 1986.
HAbsolutely" is the second release from
Eurogliders. "Can't Wait to See You" has
received some airp1ay. The single is very
much like the rest of the album. Too slick.
too synthetic. and to funk what Hall and
Oates are to Motown. An incredible simula-
tion. yet, in reality. so different.
The album does have a few strong tunes.
most noticeably "City of Soul," the story
of the May 13, 1985 tragedy in
Philadelphia. On this song. lead singer
Grace Knight croons:
Kma .., l'If lIn •••••• ,... "VIeWI "
By NEERAJ VORRA
In a press c(mfer~Jlc.eheld_aftcrthe .
screening, Kevin Kline, the actor who plays
one of the main characters in "Violets are
Blue," said that the movie is "not a big
blockbuster-it's a modest movie-a gen-
tle, sensitive, different love story."
He also admitted that the movie had
turned out better than he had visualized it.
For his and Columbia Pictures sake, I am
glad it turned out better than he had an-
ticipated it-otherwise it might have been
pretty bad.
The movie starts out with a lot of poten-
tial, the biggest promise being the presence
of two very talented actors, Kevin Kline and
Sissy Spacek.
Spacek plays Gussie Sawyer, a successful
photojournalist who returns to her
hometown of Ocean City, Maryland, for a
much-needed vacation. Once there, she
meets Henry Squires (Kline), her high
school sweetheart from 15 years earlier.
They first see'each other in the summer sail-
ing finals, and we can predict by the way
Henry falls off his boat when he sees Gussie
that their love is about to be revived.
Their love does indeed rekindle in spite of
the fact that Henry is now married and the
father of a 13-year-old son. Interestingly,
Dandelions are Yellow
TheTi~ker
Deepest." Ms. Mowatt's musical career
swung into high gear with her role in Bob
Marley's female backup group, the
1-Threes. Over the years she has evolved in-
to a prolific recording artist, and her most
recent album, Working Wonders won the
CMJ/New Music Award for 1985 and was
also nominated for a Grammy.
In what can only be interpreted as a fit-
ting tribute to the Jamaican female psyche,
she dedicated her performance of one of the
LP's tracks - "Hus Baby Mother" - to
the women in the audience.
Black Uhuru, the 1985 Grammy Award
winners for their recording of "Solidanty"
all but brought the house down. All three
members appeared in shiny black raincoats
and shiny sunglasses and- one is tempted to
wonder why they didn't pull a coup by
opening with "Shine-eye Gal."
Be that as it may, they did perform (locks
flashing and all) a couple of tracks from
their brand new album, Brutal, which was
recorded with the legendary rhythm section
of Sly"Dunbar" and Robbie i 'Basspeare."
Black Uhuru's renditions of "The Great
Train Robbery," because of its quickened
tempo, conjured up images of Third
World's experiments with time on their
Sense of Purpose album.
Some observers of the reggae scene credit
Black Uhuru with taking the baton from
Bob Marley in further developing the inter-
national recognition which Bob brought to
the music. Whether or not this claim is
justifiable, the group certainly captivated
its audience on Wednesday evening.
On another note, not too long ago a
friend had voiced his uncertainty about the
future of reggae. The influences that the
music form and rock exert on each other,
my friend conjectured, could conceivably
lead to the absorption of the former by the
latter. However, based on the ardent
ebullience of Wednesday night's crowd, as
well as the profusion of similar concerts and
the overall inroads that reggae has made in-
ternationally, absorption doesn't seem to
be in the cards for Hyard" music. My own
fear is that due to the music's increasing
commercial success and the type of cultural
intercourse mentioned above, reggae could
eventually fail to be associated with what it
was originally intended to be: a highlv visi-
ble medium of social protest. As long as
reggae's Hold guard" - artists like the
Diamonds, Sibbles, Judy Mowatt, and
Black Uhuru - continue to tour and spread
the word, this fear is likely to remain less
than firmly' founded.
For fans who missed the N.Y. Sunsplash.
the real item will take place in Montego Bay
on August 26 through 30 this year, as M.C.
Tommy' Cowan cheerfully reminded the
crowd at Radio City. Additionally, the
Caribbean Art and Cultural Association is
hosting a Sun-Fest on the weekend of May
10 at Madison Square Garden's Felt
Forum. The bill is headed by Third World
and the stellar lineup includes Burning
Spear, Dennis Brown, and Carlene Davis.







In recent years, reggae's popularity in the
States has taken on the type of momentum
that characterized the music's earlier days
in Europe. Over the course of just a decade,
reggae nightspots - as well as clubs
showcasing reggae acts - have sprouted up
allover the country and recently, with the
help of pop/rock radio and video stations,
the sound's rich textures have won new
adherents from the general public.
Historically, New York has served as a
testing ground and springboard for the
many "nddims" that enter the U.S. -
partly due to reggae's appeal to the city's
avant garde, but primarily because of the
large local population of the music's most
demanding and discriminating listeners: the
Jamaican community.
It should come as no surprise that Reggae
Sunsplash U.S.A. ·86 - the second
Sunsplashto grace the hall of Radio City-
played to an enormous and enthusiastic au-
dience on Wednesday, March 19.
Leroy Sibbles, the former lead singer of
the Heptones, opened the evening with a
crisp set that included some great "picks
from the past." A well-known tune from
the Heptones' repertoire, "Country Boy,"
kept the audience on its feet, and when Sib-
bles evoked the memory of Bob Marley, the
throng roared its overwhelming approval.
"If Bob were here today," Sibbles shouted,
"he'd say, 'Get Up, Stand Up.' " At this
and other points throughout the evening
one was reminded of (as if one could ever
Judy Mowatt: SII( hasa'tlooked nell !iDa bel' IeIIUft witll "Nestor."
. ~ ..
forget) the highly 'political messages of
reggae and the role the music has played -
and continues to play-in broadcasting the
struggle of Jamaica's poor oppressed, par-
ticularly in its Rastafarian community.
Sibbles also showed off his incredible in-
strumental virtuosity with a stunning solo
improvisation on the bass toward the end of
his set. The Io-year-old studio group, the
Syndicate Band, was on stage for the entire
evening and its playing was as powerful as it
was professional.
The smooth harmonic performance of
the Mighty Diamonds led one critic to label
them "a Jamaican version of the 0'Jays." r
However, such comparisons are specious at
best, and in 1986 are just not valid. While it
is true that at some stages in the history of
Jamaican music, artists did borrow heavily
from ~&B, this trend has become more of a
two-way affair in the eighties, and in many
instances has reversed itself. It wasn't too
long ago that Donna Summer recorded
"Unconditional Love" with the prodigious
Musical Youth. Indeed, rockers' syn-
copated rhythms have influenced artists as
diverse as the Stones, Julian Lennon, the
Fat Boys, Blondie, and Down Under's Men
at Work, to name a few.
Judy Mowatt, one of reggae's most
highly respected female vocalists gave a
superb performance that began with a
nostalgic medley which included "Mellow











. '.over SIX mmutes
vanguard.
Of the five Canadian entries. three
deserve special mention. •. Anijam, "
conceived and directed by Marv Newland,
functions as something of an' animated
chain-letter. Twenty-two internationally
renowned animators each contribute a
IS-second segment for Foska, the short's
main character. The segments are linked
in succession, each continuing from the
previous spot's final image. Contextually
., Anijam" is rather haphazard, but
technically it provides an astonishingly
complete animation style book. Richard
Condie's "The Big Snit," contributed by
I the. National FIlm Board of Canada, is a
riotously funny take on domestic life
with an apocalyptic twist. Condie is
no stranger to the Tournee; his last
film, "Pig Bird," was the smash
hit of the last edition. But arguably
the smash of this year's Tournee is John
Minnis' HCharade." This highly amusing











By K. L. WILLIAMS
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After a two-year hiatus, The Inter-
national Toumee of Animation, a feature-
length program of outstanding animated
short films came with its 19th edition, to
the Metro Cinema last Sunday. The
Toumee features 'animated shorts (20)
selected from festivals around the world.
Nine countries are represented this year,
with Canadian offerings seemingly in the
..Z, •
I~: ,. ~.
tbaJ the fe'ooi, Kyuaml, Hidetora's court
jester, ~ho remains loyal to the Great 'Lord
throughout all Hidetora's sufferings, is the
only character who makes sense what-
soever. What does this signify? I'm not ex-
actly certain what Kurosawa means, but
I'm sure this is one of several questions
you'll have exiting the movie theater. Ran is
a story of loyalty, greed, foolish pride, and
deceit, and with all this, would you believe
Joan Collins doesn't make a guest ap-
pearance at all!
Ran is the perfect introduction to those
who haven't experienced previous
Kurosawa works, as well as a must see for
those familiar with this legendary film-
maker. A areat movie.
Angry As He's Ever Been
Another interesting entry is Osamu
Tezuka's ., Jumping. •. It' s not for nothing
that Tezuka has been dubbed the "Disney -
The Call - Reconciled (Elektra Records) do for a love song. But you know what? of Japan." The entire piece is shot
Every time I hear The Call mentioned, I You're still alright in my book. subjectively, taking us from tiny bounces
can't help but think back to a midsummer's JXen is a short, stocky man with a on a sober, tree lined street to great leaps
night in 1983. The Call were opening the receding hairline - hardly your typical as we travel around the world. Imagine.
show for Peter Gabriel at Forest Hills Ten- rocker. His bitterness stems from small- around the world in just over six minutes.
nis Stadium. Gabriel carne out to introduce town Oklahoma upbringing. According to (Philias Fogg. eat your heart out.)
The Call, and proclaimed, "You may not an interview several years back, Been claim- "Victoria," a Hungarian entry by
have heard of this band, but by this time ed that guilt dominated his life. "I went Zoltan Lehotay, was one of those selected
next year, everyone will have heard of through that religious/guilt/forgive- from the Olympiad of Animation. the
them." As talented a musician as Gabriel is, ness/redemption syndrome as a kid." animation segment of the Olympic Arts
my advice is not to take him with you to The syndrome was bad enough to make Festival. This short effortlessly cuts to the
the Meadowlands next week. Been want out, and travel to Santa Cruz, heart of the propagandist nationalism
The Call did gain at least one fan that California, where The Call got their reputat surrounding the Olympic Games. It
evening - me. But with three commercially ion as a W~t Coast band. And in the begin- features the face-off of two oppositional
unsuccessful albums under their belts, not ning of The Call, Been's lyrics were stark soldiers who transform battlefront
too many other people have picked up on minimalist depression. His anti-right wing activities into Olympic events. Bravo.
this best-kept secret in rock and roll. And "America Is Shot Down" attitude prevail- The two American films also prove to be
what a shame! They don't know what a ed. From the 1983 album Modern Romans highlights. ··Bottom·s Drearn " is a
the song "Turn A Blind Eye:" "To the,political, religious and enlightening ex- magical interpretation of Shakespeare (A
perience they're missing. masters of persuasion/turn a blind eye. To Midsummer Night's Dream). Colors wash
Reconciled, The Call's. fourth record, the methods of evasion/tum a blind eye." across the screen as flowers blossom and
features a first for them. Generally It's good to see Been is stiD so tough. On voluptuous Titaniasoothes/excites us with
regarded as a political band, songwriter Reconciled he makes his anthem very clear. her angelic voice. Then, on a surprisingly
Michael Been has a love song on. this Been will not sell out for a success by cor- darker Dote, Disney Productions preseatl
record. "Everywhere I Go"· features guest porate America's record standards. An "Vincent," about a charming little boy
vocals by Gabriel' and Simple Minds singer honest rock and roller? Perhaps slightly (Vincent Malloy) with a taste for the
Jim Kerr. Now, imagine this for a love more common than hell freezing ... but macabre. He goes to great pains to
song: Been's staccato sing-talking, aeeom- DOl by much. If you're not eonvineed, emulate his screen idol. the inimitable
panied by ace in the hole guitarist here's one last look at Reconciled, sure to Vincent Price. An4 of course, Vincent
Tom Ferrier's slashing, biting guitar lines, be a top ten album of 1986: Price himself narrates the film in verse
I've been in the cavewith verses like this: eerily reminiscent of (who else?) Edgar
Raise me. ..up JFor 40 days. . . Allan Poe. uVincent'· was also the
Keep thai promise that you made wanna give out. . . recipient of the Chicago Film Festival·s
'ok J wanna give in G 1
~ e.. .Me. ..up But this is our crime. . . 0 den Hugo Award. Simply delightful.
Keep. . . that. . .promise that you made '1.:_ Overall. the Toamee is a gem· l't was
T,,~ is our sin .. I •
I t/tink ofyou~~ / go. . But / still believe. . ./ still believe most definitely worth the wait. Sure, it's
Hey. Michael Been! Y~u are one sick animation, but who says us big kids cau·t
Pup . You're still angry after all these ~-,' Through the pain it b ct d be _-&._ ted -_.IJ--~ Through the grieve. Sl a an ll;m.;llAn every now euu
...evidonccdbyt_~the~.~~Ii· . -Stne&nun .then? '., -. . ~~ ..-.. .. -. " ~.~"" ' ~ ...;,.;..:
.Sensel
By STEVEN BAUM
After 26 movies, spanning a period of 42
years, . Akira Kurosawa, Japanese 111m
director and inspirational hero to many
American filmmakers (including George
Lucas) has finally made his epic master-
piece. Ran is the culmination of over a
decade of planning, and is the fulfillment of
a lifetime dream for the 76 -year -old
Kurosawa, who is known in Japanese film
circles affectionately as "sensei," which
means "teacher" or "master" in English. I
Ran is Kurosawa's adaptation of
Shakespeare's King Lear, as well as the
history of Japan's 16th century civil wars
and the history of feudalism. If that sounds
like a lot to absorb, that's very much a '!-----------------..!...-----------------~
simplified analysis of this movie.
Much of the film is also a vehicle for
Kurosawa to expound his political and
philsophical beliefs. The movie begins with
Lord Hidetora Ichimani, a great feudal lord
and conqueror, atop a mountain realizing
that at 70 years old, he cannot keep the
reins over his empire with his failing health.
Hidetora, showing his family piety,
demonstrates that a single arrow is easily
broken, but three 'arrows together are-dif-
ficult to break, Taro, the oldest son, win
.RYe first, 8IKI .
intlte second and1hirctcasttes-~Saburo~·the-·
youngest son, is a little more realistic. His
idea is that three sons, instead of being
unified against external forces, will be at
war with each other. Upon hearing this,
Hidetora banishes Saburo.
When Taro takes control over the first
castle, he immediatlf forces his father to .
sign in blood a written pledge that he will
never interfere with Taro's empire. This re-
quest was orginated by Taro's wife, Lady
Kaede, whose empire was destroyed by the
Great Lord years earlier.
Hidetora takes refuge in the third castle,
after Jiro refuses to admit Hidetora's war-
riors into the second castle, in obeyance
with Taro's ruling. The walls of the third
castle are brought down by the combined
forces of Taro(yellow army) and Jiro (red
army). Hidetora manages to escape the
third castle and wander the countryside.
Meanwhile, Saburo remains loyal to his
father, seeking to find his whereabouts, but
Hidetora, not wanting to admit defeat,
refuses to go to the banished Saburo, who
has joined forces with Lord Ayabe, a rival
lord.
The story continues to build for "the rest
of the 2 hours 40 minutes of the movie.
Although the outcome is predictable, you'll
never be bored. This is the result of
Kurosawa's ability to twist the
philosophical/intellectual aspects of the
movie with brilliant cinematography, and a
symphonic score. At over SII.S million,
Ran is the most expensive Japanese movie
ever made.Over 1,400 extras and 2SO horses
were used for the fighting scenes. The battle
scenes were incorrectly reported in the
Japanese press to have 15,000 horses and
120,000 extras. The amount of extras ap-
pears that much greater than reality due to
Kurosawa's "multi-camera" method of us-
ing different 'aIlgles and lens sizes to make
this impression. These scenes are the most
incredible photographic works I've ever
seen. They would, by comparison, make
Stanley Kubrick's &rry Lyndon look like a
comer street rumble.
Ran is the Japanese world for "chaos,"
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tremely tight. Their performance is
flawless, andthe complicated tr~tioAs in
and between songs are pulled off with ease.
Richie's presence is overpowering.. and his
psychedelic, Hendrix-like leads hypnotize
the audience~The Hilfigerscontribute har-
monjzj~g, background v~ and their
dynamic headbanging routine is.conducted
.in an area (he size ofa closet. MarlcTs style
remains cool and calm with his beat pro-
viding a strong backbone· for' the group.
Anthony's confident performance gets bet-
ter and his vocal range gets broader with
every show . Together, King Flux gives the
impression that they've been around for
~. .
UDllke a lot of fast bands that are, "kind
of ugly, disgusting, and gross.. . thisband
(King Flux) is a more positive, mOre real,
and a DlQ1'e original thing,", says Stotts.
Since Richie gained his notoriety with 'the
Plasmatics and their image of "total insani-
ty"-coJored mohawks, Wendy O.
Williams' bare breasts-King Flux is not
what anyone expected. "A lot of people
have been surprised with the band," says
Stotts. And that is the essence of King Flux,
doing the unexpected and the different.
King Hux isn't confined by. any labels
such as "heavy metal" or "punk." "I want
it to be multi-faceted," says Stotts. ·;1
never want to be afraid to do a song with
acoustic guitars or a song with no guitars. "
With this attitude, along with the creative
genius of Stotts and his mega-talented,
fellow Fluxions, King Flux's ascent in the
music industry should reach staggering
heights.
seemingly fights itself. Trouble though, is
iliaCorinl'ost. of thefirst -Si'de 'he' WinS 'the
battle. Mainly because the rhythm-section
-augmented by Bill Laswell and Jody Har-
ris-doesn't have much to contend with.
R.E.M. 's Michael Stipe, who steps in as
lead vocalist on the first three cuts, is ob-
viouslyoutclassed. His voice only works in
a folk-rock atmosphere where it can melt
into the mix like another instrument. And
on "Boy (Go)" Richard Thompson is
reduced to playing do-you-recognize-me
guitar licks (maybe he's due for an
American Express commercial). "Omaha"
admittedly is a nice gesture, but despite
Chris Stamey's pop flourishes, to me it's
still Moby Grape's tune.
But good things come to those who wait,
and the killer cut is at the end of the side.
After opening with a resonant John Lydon
belch, "The Animal Speaks" never looks
back until the wheezing howl at the song's
other end. This turns out to be a harbinger
of the good things to come.
Side two is great! !! The first song's intro
sounds like early Capt. Beefheart (fine bye
me). And then there's Jack Bruce, bloozing
everything up with first his harp and then
his moving vocal treatment. Evidently Rafi
Zabor wasn't just speaking figuratively
when he wrote a couple of years back that,
"Beneath him (Bruce) moves a com-
plicated, nocturnal beast," for here
Bruce belts out, "take the chains and chain
me/leave me to myself" on a song titled,
appropriately, "Silver Bullet." The next
two songs, "(Kind of) True" and "Buenos
Aires," are sung by an equally impassioned
Syd Straw. Her voice has to be heard to be
believed. And-to the people at Celluloid,
who want to push this record-why wasn't
"(Kind of) True" a single? Finally, the
album finishes with the show stealer, "Only
One Party." Guitarist/vocalist Arto Lind-
say leads a rock quartet through a groove
reminiscent of James Brown complete with
emotionally charged hoots and screams
(Arto's getting greater everyday). This
pared down outing is the proper way to
close a very good album about the excesses
of rock-n-roll.
. '........ '"
an atmosphere of controlled chaos. An in-
termittent red flash of police lights with a
constantly flickering white strobe Interrupts '
the darkness. In the background is the an-
noying and monotonous noise of Bell'8
primal pounding; and to the left
are the long haired Hilfigers clad in military
officer's uniforms and" thrashing about
energetically. ' .
The music is fast with a head-bobbing,
foot-tapping beat that rapidly builds up
momentum. As it peaks, Anthony jumps
out,the frills on the sleeves of his suede coat
flying about. He grabs the mike andIm-
mediately goes into one of the crowd's
favorites, "Hang 'Em High." The show's
pace is unrelenting as King Flux plays the
next eight songs non-stop.
It is easy to see why King Flux appeals to
such a diverse audience. Sometimes
the speed approaches hardcore, then it will
downshift to a slower rock ballad. At times,
a heavy metal spice can be tasted, but
overall, the flavor never drifts too far from
rock'n'roll. "Over the Flre;" "Big
Mistake," and "She's a Killer" lean
towards mainstream quasi-commerciaI rock
'when compared to something heavier like
"Ask Any Girl" which features a Stotts
solo containing a spooky .riff from
"Apocalypse Now." "Blessed Be"
represents another dimension of King Flux
showing a speed that rivals thrash, but is
real music and not trash. Blues-based rock
songs, "The Reign of the Insane" and
"King's Command" are strong cuts tha:
had the entire club nodding their heads in
time with the beat, and King Flux closed
with a two-song encore consisting of a
lighter, almost pop "No Time For
Dreams" and the sharply contrasting
"Masterplan, " a super-fast Plasmatic's
classic.
As a result of spending endless hours in
their studio, King Flux has become ex-
Fier of Music
Tile Goldea Palominos -
Visions of Excess (Celluloid)
Anton Fier has let his hair grow long; and
we know what that means: adherence to the
romantic 'rock-n-roll' ethos. On the back
cover of the Golden Palominos latest
album-the aptly titled Visions ofExcess-«,
there's a snapshot of him with a glass of
who-knows-what to his lips, eyes glancing
peripherally at the camera. OK Tony, we
get the message.
Please don't be misled by the intro, Vi-
sions ofExcess is not a bad album. It's also
not, as I've read in so many other places, a
"great" album either. Dedicated to "Jim
Gordon (Derek& the Dominoes) and Bonzo
(no not Ron, Led Zep's drummer John
BOnham)," the album is sort of an homage
to a period when rock-n-roll wallowed in its
own histrionics. With the help of some of
music's most vesatile musicians (Carla Bley,
Bernie Worrell, Henry Kaiser), Fier recasts
the same early 70's hard rock that establish-
ed Led Zepp and Cream as rock bands par-
excellence. Also, the music allows us to
hear firsthand what made Houses on the
Holy great and why, say, early ZZ Top is
such shit.
Fier is easily one of the most talented
drummers in the business. Here he's
faithful to Bonzo-steamrolling over
evayt·hiHI else in the mix so that the music
••• 0(•••- ,," :..,..... , •
YOUR FUTURE IS WHAT VOU
MAKE IT. WE WANT PEOPLE
WILLING TO TAKE THEIR IN-
DEPENDENCE AND PROSPERITY
INTO THEIR OWN HANDS. IN THE
PAST 6 YEARS NETWORK
MARKETING HAS PROVIDED 1
OUT OF EVERY 5 NEW
MILLIONAIRES. WE WILL SHOW
YOU HOW YOU CAN ASSURE
YOUR FUTURE WORKING PART-
TIMElN TH IS SUSINESS. CALL
FUNCTIONAL MARKETING: (212)
594-3641
Hililger who had been doing session work
with PiL's Keith Levine. But Billy was
. looking for a band "that wanted to go the
distance." Stotts hit pay dirt with the hard-
working and enthusiastic Hilfiger whose
younger brother Andy ended Richie's
. searc& .for a bass player. Twenty-four-year-
oid Andy has been playing since he was nine
when the bass was bigger than he. "Musical-
ly, they (Billy and Andy) work great
together, " according to Stotts. The
Hilfigers honed their skills playing rock,
punk, and metal in upstate clubs and col-
leges where they developed a large and
faithful following.
"Finding a singer was the hardest part,"
says Stotts. After a long search, King Flux
settled on Anthony Nicholas who gained his
experience as a front man with Dreamer, a
group who used to open for Twisted Sister.
Anthony's strong, raspy vocals were the
final coat of varnish needed before King
Flux was ready to roll.
King Flux's popularity has sky-rocketed
since their February, 1985 debut. After
playing clubs like Studio 54 and L'Amours,
King Flux settled into their studio to
prepare for a record deal. With several ma-
jor labels showing interest, King Flux decid-
ed to .present tbeOlSdves in' a showcase
which was held in front of a packed house
in Manhattan's Cat Club on March 26.
Their intro is textbook Stotts who creates
Move ahead in your math class. Get expert
private coaching at a mutually convenient
location. All mathematics: calculus, etc.
MATH/STATISTICS ASSISTANCE
CALL: SPENCE at 242-3900
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Leave advertisements in Manhat-
tan apartment houses approx-
imately 8-10 hours per week at
S5.00/hour
Call Mon. thru Fri. 9:30-4:00
242-3383
Finally, a new rock band has the decency
to break from that ridiculous poseur non-
_sense and return to good old, fast and hard
rock'n'roll. King Flux, the brainchild of
former Plasmatic's lead guitarist and
songwriter, Richie Stotts, is currently one of
the hottest bands in NYC.
Stotts, who, according to Circus
magazine's Lou O'Neill Jr., is the guy who
"gave new meaning to the word wild," has
moved away from the outrageous T. V.
smashing, guitar chainsawing, hardcore
punk/heavy metal act of the Plasmatics to
"just a great rock'n'roll band." "I have a
certain thing I want to say, a certain excite-
ment, a certain energy that 1 know I can
convey," says the6-foot-7-inch Stotts.
Stotts set out to recruit a top-shelf cast
"that woud be willing to invest the time to
make it happen, arid I think I found them,"
gleams the mohawked Stotts with tatoos
flanking his head. The most familiar name
on Flux's lineup is drummer Marky Bell
whose stick-work is minutely exact, con-
sistently on-beat, and effortlessly delivered.
Marky comes to King Flux after his tenure
with the popular punk rock group, The
Ramones.
However, Stotts' first pick, recommended
by Plasmatic Chris Romanelli, was a
talented and respected guitar player. Billy
GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16.040-$S9.230/YR. NOW HIRING.





$135 MILLJON + IN FINANCIAL AID
WENT UNUSED LAST YEAR. FRESHMEN,
SOPH., ONGOING GRADUATE STUDENTS:
FOR HELP CASHING IN ON THOSE FUNDS,
CALL ACADEMIC DATA SERVICES TOLL
FREE 1-800-544-1574, EXT. 639, OR











CHEDULE OF EV NTS: .
MONDAY OPENING CEREMONY 5:30 - 7:30pm
. Faculty Lounge 24th S1. Building
***** .
TUESDA y ~ ARTS & CRAFTS EXHIBIT 1.2 - 4pm.
Aliey Lounge S·tud. Center
April 15, 1916
*****,
WEDNESDAY 1;h FOOD FEST! 3 - 6pm.
Alley Lounge Stud. Center
*****
THURSDAY"* CARISPLASH CONCERT 6 - 10pm.
Auditorium 23rd 81. Building
*****
FRIDAY ~ . CAR/WEEK BASH!! 5 - 10pm.
4th Floor Stud. Center
*****
..
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